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The fourth edition adds to the subject-specific advice by including a survey of admissions tutors for
vocational courses: reflecting the increasing range of courses to which students are applying. Another
addition, is the way in which students access the information. This has been improved so that students
have to engage in more activities - this lends itself to more structured tutorial activities or presentations
to students. The fourth edition still includes some of the key material from previous editions. There is
still extensive support material designed to be offered to students through tutorial time, independent
study or as a series of one-off presentations. Lastly, a new addition is the examples and analysis of
personal statements from able students. These are presented to help other able applicants offer personal
statements that are more course focused: detailing a wide range of  reasons for choice of course, clearly
written, reflecting a genuine passion for the course and demonstrating wider knowledge about the
discipline. Altogether, the fourth edition offers a more active and informed approach to writing UCAS
Personal Statements.

Michael Senior

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION
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How to use this guide
With the fourth edition there are two main ways to support students with their personal statement. 

(1) COMPLETE REFERENCE GUIDE: copy this publication and provide copies in key 
areas (e.g. library, careers centre) and with sixth form tutors.

(2) THROUGH STRUCTURED ACTIVITIES: activities can be copied for tutorial time 
or one-off presentations to students. The sections ‘activities for students’  and ‘the 
tutorial booklet’ are designed for this purpose. Students might want to consult the 
section ‘Writing a Personal Statement: step-by-step guide’ for suppport as well as 
consult the ‘subject-specific advice’ - which can be located in a reference section.

The publication is divided into five main sections:

❏ ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS: provides material for tutorial time or one-off 
presentations.

❏ FURTHER ADVICE ABOUT WRITING A PERSONAL STATEMENT:
consists of information sheets for students.

❏ WRITING A PERSONAL STATEMENT: provides a step-by-step hand-out for 
students to help them complete their personal statement. 

❏ THE TUTORIAL BOOKLET: offers a comprehensive handout including activities 
for preparing students to write their Personal Statement. It is designed as a lengthy 
presentation or a series of tutor time activities.

❏ SUBJECT-SPECIFIC ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS: offers subject-
specific advice from admissions tutors for a whole range of courses.
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How much do you know about the
UCAS Personal Statement?

- TEST YOURSELF -
AIM
To familiarise students with key information about the UCAS Personal Statement. By
testing the students first, the activity helps to ensure that students take note of some of
the detailed information provided.

ORGANISATION
Provide students with the ‘Test Yourself’ questionnaire. The activity should take no
longer than 10-15 minutes. After completing the activity, students should be given a
copy of the answers. Discussion could then ensue about each section. In addition,
there are further comments about the personal statement for students to read through.

NOTES
Completing the activity can help students to appreciate the importance of spending
sufficient time writing the personal statement, as well as understanding that it must be
clearly written.

TIMING
The activity can be used early in Year 12 to alert students to the notion of the
personal statement. It could also be undertaken during a UCAS preparation event
closer to the point when students will be completing their UCAS application form.

LENGTH OF SESSION
This could be as short as 20 minutes, if the answers are given out to students after
completing the questionnaire. With structured feedback relating to each question the
session could last for one hour, especially if students read through the further
comments from admissions tutors.
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How much do you know about the
UCAS Personal Statement?

- TEST YOURSELF -

1. What is a UCAS Personal Statement? 

2. Who writes the UCAS Personal Statement?

3. Who reads the  UCAS Personal Statement?

4. What is the aim of the UCAS Personal Statement?

5. What information does the Admissions Tutor wish to see?

6. What should you avoid including in your UCAS Personal Statement?

7. How does the Admissions Tutor use the UCAS Personal Statement?

8. What should you do, at the beginning of your Advanced courses, so that you can write a 
unique and persuasive Personal Statement when you eventually apply through UCAS?
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How much do you know about the
UCAS Personal Statement?

- THE ANSWERS -
The information in this section was gathered from a survey of seventy admissions tutors
from eighteen different degree courses. 

1. What is a UCAS Personal Statement? 

It is a section in the UCAS application form. It is open-ended: there are no restrictions about 
the information that can be written in the statement - obviously, no offensive information. It takes up as 
much space as (approximately) two-thirds of an A4 sheet of paper.

2. Who writes the UCAS Personal Statement?

You do! The applicant writes the Personal Statement. It is, after all, a Personal Statement. Guidance is 
available to help you learn to ‘sell yourself ’. This is a skill that is required beyond university and into the 
world of paid employment.

3. Who reads the UCAS Personal Statement?

Admissions Tutors read your Personal Statement. Admissions Tutors are often course lecturers who have 
been given the responsibility to read your UCAS application and make offers on the basis of your grades, 
reference and Personal Statement. 

4. What is the aim of the UCAS Personal Statement?

To convince an Admissions Tutor that you are worth an offer on the course for which you have applied.

5. What information does the Admissions Tutor wish to see?

This varies somewhat between one subject area and another, and according to the tutor’s own 
preferences, but the following advice covers a range of common issues:

▼ Some idea of why you want to do the course: the amount of space you devote to this will vary 
according to the nature of the course.

▼ Evidence of a well-rounded personality: this means serious interests e.g. playing an instrument 
proficiently or sport played regularly.

▼ A well-written statement: the standard of writing in the statement is itself a useful demonstration 
of your writing ability.

▼ A well-presented statement. This shows evidence of pride in your work.
▼ Details of relevant work experience: particularly when the course is vocational, for example, 

medicine, education, or physiotherapy. Even if it doesn’t seem “relevant” to the course, work 
experience can be worth mentioning as it is often a useful way to demonstrate skills: such as 
initiative, communication and leadership.

▼ Anything that can demonstrate wider key skills, such as teamwork and independence, is of 
interest: the Duke of Edinburgh Award is a good example.

▼ Examples that demonstrate your willingness to work hard and to persevere with tasks.
▼ Anything distinctive about your Advanced Level Courses, Highers, or Baccalaureate. For instance, 

if you are applying to study Physics and you took part in a large project as part of your ‘A’ level 
course.

▼ Positive explanations of “unusual” combinations of ‘A’ Levels or Higher courses.
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6. What should you avoid including in your UCAS Personal Statement?

▼ Avoid waffle. You don’t have to type a very long statement just to fill up the space: 150 well-
chosen words would be more effective than 400 words of  irrelevant information. It is important 
to read the subject specific advice for further details about the issue of length.

▼ Try not to make assertions about your personal qualities without providing some evidence to 
support them. Your school reference should cover this aspect.

▼ Avoid writing at length about your ‘A’ level courses except for issues such as special and relevant 
projects, coursework or particular interests. Apart from this, discuss your studies only if they 
relate to the course for which you are applying.

▼ Very ordinary interests are not helpful to the tutor. Stating that you like going to the pub and 
listening to the Stereophonics doesn’t really say anything useful: so do millions of other young 
people! 

7. How do the Admissions Tutors use the UCAS Personal Statement?

Tutors might use the statement to: 

▼ help select the applicants to whom offers are to be given: this decision is usually made with the 
information in the confidential reference and, of course, the predicted grades

▼ decide which candidates to interview. The statement is usually looked at in conjunction with 
predicted grades and the confidential reference

▼ develop lines of questioning during an interview
▼ test whether the candidate understands the nature of the course: particularly when the subject 

hasn’t been studied at school or college
▼ help decide, in exceptional cases, whether to offer a place to a borderline candidate when the 

results are published in August. 

8. What should you do, at the beginning of your Advanced courses, so that you can write a 
unique and persuasive Personal Statement when you eventually apply through UCAS?

Remember that your grades are crucial for entry to Higher Education. However, since many people obtain
the required grades, you need to show that you are passionate about your chosen degree course and that 
you are equipped with the skills required for successful study at  university (e.g. independent study and 
self-motivation). So what will you do to prepare for the Personal Statement and University?

▼ Get involved! In which areas of life outside lessons will you get involved? Activities outside 
lessons can develop and demonstrate a wider skills set e.g. voluntary work, Cadets,  Young 
Enterprise and Sports Leadership. 

▼ Research your course! What research will you undertake to ensure that your chosen course at
university is right for you? Do not restrict your research to course titles but look further at the 
course content over the duration of the degree / course.

▼ Wider reading! What research will you undertake to show you are passionate about the 
course? Reading the course texts for your Post 16 subjects is expected of any student: what about
extra reading that demonstrates genuine interest in the subject? You could write about this extra 
research in your Personal Statement.

▼ Develop skills! Think about the skills you will need for university and future employment. 
Independence, initiative, team work, self-discipline, balancing the competing demands of part-time 
work and study, meeting deadlines, social skills, planning, time management, seeing opportunities, 
seizing opportunities, creating opportunities.
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Further comments about the UCAS
Personal Statement

The following advice in this section was provided by:

Dr. Roger Anderson, Optometry, University of Ulster
Dr. Gordon Cockburn, Classics, University of Durham
Dr. Donald Macdonald, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Imperial College, London
Dr. Gail Marshall, English, University of Leeds
Dr. Catherine Sanderson, Health Studies, Leeds Metropolitan University
Mr. Keith Williams, Criminal Justice and Policing, University of Central England

General views on Personal Statements:

For interviewing:

“At the interview the statement can often form the starting point for a discussion about what the student
has done and what he/she enjoys.”

“When the student cannot be interviewed, by reason of distance, the Personal Statement is the only guide
to the applicant’s interest and motivation.  It is therefore much more important as offers are often made on
the basis of the information in the UCAS form.”

Advice for applicants for a multidisciplinary course (e.g. Combined Studies):

“(My course is) very multidisciplinary...I want breadth, I want evidence that they can switch their minds
between different discipline bases and different arguments.  The depth we can teach them when they get
here.”

Advice for applicants for a single discipline (e.g. English or Economics):

“It’s more important that they talk interestingly about what they do, however ‘narrowly’ or ‘broadly’ based
that is.”

Advice about applying for a subject that has not been studied at school/college:

“Showing interest in the course applied for. This is particularly, though not uniquely, vital when applying
for a subject not studied at ‘A’ level.”

Advice for applicants to courses in the medical sector:

“I wish to see a student who is genuinely interested in optometry as a caring profession rather than looking
for a meal-ticket!”

Advice on ‘wider’  key skills (e.g. teamwork):

“I do like structured teamwork, like the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. It’s no good making a statement like
‘I get on with other people’, it’s demonstrating it!”

Concluding comment about the Personal Statement:

“The Personal Statement provides me with an opportunity to make judgments about applicants which go
beyond the academic qualifications: personal qualities and characteristics can be just as important in
offering places on this particular degree.”
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Gathering experiences for 
a UCAS Personal Statement

AIM
To help students plan opportunities at the beginning of their course to build up a set
of skills and experiences that can be included in their UCAS Personal Statement.

ORGANISATION
Task One
1. In a group, show students a copy of a Personal Statement or use the statement 

provided. Students need to complete the activity that is provided with the Personal
Statement. The aim is to appreciate what a reasonable, but not an excellent, 
statement, looks like and that a range of experiences are included in the 
statement.

2. Explain that the UCAS application requires a Personal Statement that will need to 
show (a) the reason for choosing a degree course and (b) some details or 
experiences that make an applicant ‘stand out’ as motivated or interesting. 
Choice of course will be dealt with at a later session. This exercise concentrates 
on selling yourself to an Admissions Tutor.

Task Two
1. Ask the students to spend 30 minutes writing part of a Personal Statement about 

themselves that might include:

• their interests / experiences in school, 

• their interests / experiences outside school (e.g. hobbies)

• work experience. 

They do not need to write about their course choice at this stage. 

2. Ask the students to swap their draft of the Personal Statement and assess whether 
they feel their colleague’s statement captures their interest. If it does not, then it 
will probably fail to interest an Admissions Tutor. Students might wish to find out 
who has written the best statement and ask them if they, or the teacher, could read
it to the rest of the group.

Task Three
Ask students to identify what they might do over the next year to gather experiences
e.g. Millennium Volunteering, Young Enterprise, Cadets, Sports Leadership, Debating,
Clubs, Performing, Stage Management and Support, Music, Wider Reading etc. 

NOTES
This session can work well when given to a group of students who have displayed
little interest in extra-curricular opportunities. 

TIMING
Within the first 1-2 weeks of their course. September of Year 12 for sixth form
centres.

LENGTH OF SESSION
40 minutes - 1 hour
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GATHERING EXPERIENCES
1. What is included in a Personal Statement?

TASK 1

Although I enjoy studying Mathematics and Geography, it is Business Studies 
that I wish to pursue in more depth. I believe a degree in Business will build on 
my understanding of marketing and financial management. Businesses have to 
operate within a legal framework and I was lucky enough to shadow a Barrister 
for a day to gain an insight into the legal profession. I hope to study aspects of 
law as part of my degree. 

A range of school opportunities has broadened my experiences. Participation in 
the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme has been challenging and fulfilling: 
allowing me to work with a diverse range of people. My voluntary work, at Help 
the Aged, proved to be rewarding and gave me a more caring perspective on life. 
I have also taken part in the ‘Year 7 Friends Scheme’ in which I supported young
students during their first term at school. Taking part in the school drama club 
as a technician has been fun and has taught me the importance of working to 
deadlines. I have further pursued my interest in drama and have so far been 
fortunate to see ‘Twelfth Night’ and ‘Les Miserables’. My role as Deputy 
Operations Director in the Young Enterprise Scheme has given me an insight 
into business life. I am interested in the internet and have helped staff redesign 
the school website. I hope to learn more about web site design at university. 
Although no-one could call me a sportsman, I am a keen football player and I 
regularly visit The City Of Manchester Stadium to watch Manchester City. 

Outside school I belong to the Venture Scouts which has offered opportunities 
such as gliding and weekend camps to the Peak District. I have managed to 
balance the demands of my ‘A’ levels with a varied and enjoyable school and 
social life. I look forward to the opportunities offered at university.

1. Read the Personal Statement which begins ‘Although I 
enjoy...’ and underline each experience or key point that 
appears.

2. Count how many experiences or key points have been 
included in the statement.

3. What implications does the answer to question 2 have on the 
way you plan your experiences ready for your UCAS 
application?
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GATHERING EXPERIENCES
2. Writing a Personal Statement using your present

experiences

TASK 2

Name ...............................................................................................................................

(a) You have no more than 30 minutes to write part of a Personal Statement for an 
admissions tutor about yourself. You might include:
• your interests / experiences in school, 
• your interests / experiences outside school (e.g. hobbies)
• work experience (if relevant)
You do not need to write about course choice at this stage.

Your Personal Statement

(b) Swap your draft of your Personal Statement with a colleague and assess whether you 
feel your colleague’s statement captures your interest - use the headings below to 
assess your colleague’s Personal Statement. If it doesn’t, then it will probably fail to 
interest an Admissions Tutor. You might wish to find out who has written the best 
statement and ask them if they, or the teacher, could read it to the rest of the group.

What I like about the Statement What I do not like about the statement
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TASK 3
(a) Examine the following list of extra-curricular activities.  Activities such as these 

might suggest that you are motivated, have developed interpersonal skills, are self-
disciplined and show initiative. Read through and tick the activities that you have or 
are planning to experience before writing your Statement.

Millennium Volunteering - e.g. working with younger students in the classroom 
could show you have interpersonal skills

Personal hobby - one student talked about rock climbing at interview and 
therefore talked about areas that were his strengths

Young Enterprise - a national competition that allows students to run a small 
business

Cadets - offers a range of extra-curricular opportunities

Sports Leadership - offers training in leadership; develops teamwork and 
communication skills

Debating Club - can demonstrate  thinking skills as well as communication 
skills at a high level

Performing - shows confidence in performing in public; can work as team, high 
level of commitment 

Stage Management - demonstrates teamwork and wider interest

Music - demonstates a degree of self-discipline

Wider Reading - really useful for your subject and to demonstrate genuine 
passion for your chosen course.

Other ...................................................................................................................

Other ...................................................................................................................

Other ...................................................................................................................

(b) What curricular or extra-curricular experiences will you develop before you 
submit your UCAS application form?

GATHERING EXPERIENCES
3. Planning ahead and getting involved!
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Making your Personal Statement
Unique

AIM
The assumption underlying this activity is that students who have researched their
courses properly tend write more persuasively in their personal statement. The aim of
this activity is to help students focus on the reasons for selecting their courses by
providing tasks that guide their research about their course, as well as help them to
focus on experiences that have influenced their decision to apply for a particular
course. By completing the activity, students should have personal information that
explains their choice of course - which should make the statement unique!

ORGANISATION
Supply each student with the guidance sheet provided and explain that the sheet
needs to completed. Students might focus on three out of the six areas, rather than
complete all sections. Obviously, the more sections completed, the more ideas will be
generated for the statement.

NOTES
Students might need to be directed to the key resources such as Heap’s ‘Degree
Course Offers’; published course guides, UCAS web site, and departmental course
information from the internet.

TIMING
The activity is designed to be delivered during a UCAS preparation event, close to the
point when students will be completing their UCAS application form.

LENGTH OF SESSION
This could be as short as 10 minutes to explain the task and to talk through each of
the key points to clarify that students understand the task. Students should be able to
complete the task in their own time.
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MAKING YOUR PERSONAL
STATEMENT UNIQUE

Complete the following tasks. Your answers should take some time to produce. If you
research the answers well, you should not only be able to write a unique Personal
Statement, but also demonstrate that you have undertaken thorough research on your
prospective course. 

1. YOUR COURSE
State the course(s) you would like to study (read) at University

2. WRITE ABOUT THE DEGREE COURSE
Using a university prospectus or on-line course details (see www.ucas.com), identify 
the course content or teaching method that appeals to you.

Year 1 content

What appeals to you about the course content?

Year 2 content

What appeals to you about the course content?

Year 3 content

What appeals to you about the course content?
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3. WRITE ABOUT WIDER READING
Choose one article or book relating to your subject area that is not your main text for 
the course and read it through. If it is a factual book, try to read at least one or two 
chapters. Write about one area of the book that you thought interesting and describe it 
in such a way that it provides some detail that shows you have understood the material 
e.g. if reading a book about Psychology you might read the publication ‘The man who 
thought his wife was a hat’ by Oliver Sacks. Each chapter documents case studies of 
people with brain disorders. Do not write, ‘The book was interesting.’ Instead, state 
which case study was most interesting and how you felt about it? What did you learn 
about brain disorders? What else would you like to read about after this book?

4. WRITE ABOUT YOUR RELEVANT ADVANCED COURSES
For example, AS/A2 or Applied A-Level topics that most interested you and why. 
Identify skills you have developed that you believe to be relevant.

5. WRITE ABOUT RELEVANT EXPERIENCES
Have you attended any conferences, residential courses or trips which might be 
relevant? Have you met people, engaged in a hobby, read or observed something 
that stimulated your interest? Include anything that will convince the Admissions 
Tutor that you have given serious thought to the choice of course.
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Improving a Personal Statement

AIM
To help students appraise a Personal Statement so they can apply the strategy to their
own statement. The students need to think about at least three key aspects:

– quality of language: spelling, grammar, length of sentences, clarity of writing

– reasons for choosing the degree: are they convincing?

– Waffle

More aspects to focus upon can be added before, or during, the task depending on
the students.

ORGANISATION
1. Ask students to read through Draft 1 of the Personal Statement so they have a 

reasonable overview of the whole statement before they analyse each paragraph, 
in turn.

2. Ask students to picture themselves as Admissions Tutors and analyse each 
paragraph, assessing its strengths and identifying how it could be improved. 

3. Present the student with the strengths and weaknesses provided to compare with 
their responses and to assess the ‘Improved Paragraph’ provided. 

NOTES
Applicants might need to be reminded that the author is a young student, like many
students, and to be fair-minded: not too lenient, not too harsh. What experiences can
be reasonably expected of someone that is often only 17 years of age? 

TIMING
The material is best used close to the point when students are writing their Personal
Statements. Students need to be experiencing the problems associated with writing
the statement to appreciate the detail in this activity.

LENGTH OF SESSION
Task 1: 5 minutes to read the first draft of the statement. 

Task 2: 10-15 minutes to evaluate the paragraphs.

Task 3: 10 minutes to read through the answers.

Total 30 minutes
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TASK 1: Read through the early draft of this personal statement

I enjoy Histroy lessons so I have decided to study the subject at degree level. At
university, I look forward to examining the subject in more depth, particularly the
British medieval period. I also enjoy French history, and trips to France have
broadened my historial awareness.

As a school prefect I hold many responsibilities: organasing and attending school
functions, delivering speeches at some of these events, being an active member of the
school council, and working effectively with other students. 

I am a keen sports player and I am a member of the school hockey team, netball
team, athletics squad, girls football team, chess team, tennis squad, cross country
running team, and volleyball team, earning me the school’s ‘Sports Personality of the
Year’ award. I have taught information technology skills to younger students and
helped one student to overcome his language difficulties. I have also written, directed
and performed a number of short plays in school.

I have always enjoyed reading novels and recently I have explored some foreign
literature. I also play music. I apeared in a school concerts with the keyboard
orchestra when I was in year nine.

Currently, I am involved in the European Youth Parliament Competition in which I
will be representing my school at a residential debating conference. The winner will
represent the United Kingdon at a future event. This venture is enhancing my general
knowledge, particularly with respect to genetic engineering and drug legislation.

Improving a Personal Statement
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TASK 2: Imagine you are an Admissions Tutor. Analyse each paragraph by 
identifying its strengths and considering how it could be improved.

PARAGRAPH 1
I enjoy Histroy lessons so I have decided to study the subject at degree level. At
university, I look forward to examining the subject in more depth, particularly the
British medieval period. I also enjoy French history, and trips to France have
broadened my historial awareness.
Strengths: 

Improved by:

PARAGRAPH 2
As a school prefect I hold many responsibilities: organasing and attending school
functions, delivering speeches at some of these events, being an active member of the
school council, and working effectively with other students. 
Strengths:

Improved by:

Improving a Personal Statement
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PARAGRAPH 3
I am a keen sports player and I am a member of the school hockey team, netball
team, athletics squad, girls football team, chess team, tennis squad, cross country
running team, and volleyball team, earning me the school’s ‘Sports Personality of the
Year’ award. I have taught information technology skills to younger students and
helped one student to overcome his language difficulties. I have also written, directed
and performed a number of short plays in school.
Strengths:

Improved by:

PARAGRAPH 4
I have always enjoyed reading novels and recently I have explored some foreign
literature. I also play music. I appeared in a school concert with the keyboard
orchestra when I was in year nine.
Strengths:

Improved by:
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PARAGRAPH 5
Currently, I am involved in the European Youth Parliament Competition in which
I will be representing my school at a residential debating conference. The winner
will represent the United Kingdon at a future event. 
Strengths:

Improved by:
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Improving a Personal Statement
TASK 3: Compare your answers with those provided. Examine each of the 

improved paragraphs and assess whether the improvement is effective. 

PARAGRAPH 1

BEFORE: 
I enjoy Histroy lessons so I have
decided to study the subject at
degree level. At university, I look
forward to examining the subject in
more depth, particularly the British
medieval period. I also enjoy
French history, and trips to France
have broadened my historial
awareness.

Strengths: 
• Does offer a reason for 

choosing to read history at 
university

• Each sentence attempts to 
offer a different point - not 
waffle

Improved by:
• Spellcheck - spelling error 

‘histroy’ looks sloppy
• More depth in the reason for 

choosing history - what is 
appealing about medieval 
history? How have trips to 
France broadened historical 
awareness?

• Limited amount to say about 
the applicant’s passion for 
studying history

AFTER: 
I enjoy History lessons so I have
decided to study the subject at
degree level. In particular, for my
coursework I researched the life of
King Alfred focusing on his early
attempts to create a sense of  the
‘English’ by translating texts from
Latin and encouraging people to
read English.  At university, I look
forward to examining the subject in
more depth, particularly the British
medieval period. I also enjoy French
history, and trips to France have
broadened my historial awareness
when I visited the site of the
Somme: an emotional experience
when one considers the number of
people who died there during
WW1.

PARAGRAPH 2

BEFORE: 
As a school prefect I hold many
responsibilities: organising and
attending school functions,
delivering speeches at some of these
events, being an active member of
the school council, and working
effectively with other students.

Strengths: 
• Position of responsibility 

(school prefect) useful to 
mention

• Examples provided about 
duties performed

• Student has varied interests

Improved by:
• Sometimes it can be more 

useful to go into depth about 
one example than offer a list 
of several examples

AFTER:
As a school prefect I hold many
responsibilities which include
organising and attending school
functions and  delivering speeches
at some of these events. I had to
prepare and deliver a speech to over
300 parents and students about
sixth form opportunities at an
Open Evening.
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PARAGRAPH 3

BEFORE:
I am a keen sports player and I am
a member of the school hockey
team, netball team, athletics squad,
girls football team, chess team,
tennis squad, cross country running
team, and volleyball team, earning
me the schoolsís Sports Personality
of the Yearí award. I have taught
information technology skills to
younger students and helped one
student to overcome his language
difficulties. I have also written,
directed and performed a number
of short plays in school.

Strengths: 
• Wide sporting interests and 

the award sounds impressive

Improved by:
• Long list of sporting interests -

might be better to mention a 
limited range for a degree 
that does not relate to sport 
and spend more time on 
relevant information such as 
‘why study history?

• The claim about overcoming 
language difficulties sounds a
bit too good to be true! Write
believable comments in the 
statement - do not feel the 
need to be superhuman!

• What plays were performed -
try offering one example. Did
the plays have any historical 
significance - if so, mention it. 

• Try not to start every 
sentence with ‘I’.

AFTER:
As a keen sports player, I am a
member of numerous school teams
including the hockey, netball, and
the girls football team. I was
honoured to receive the school’s
‘Sports Personality of the Year’
award which is given to one person
every year who has worked well in a
team and has been committed to
playing fairly. Finding some time to
teach information technology skills
to younger students was rewarding,
along with an opportunity to write,
direct and perform a number of
short plays: one of which was based
on the rise of Nazi Germany.

PARAGRAPH 4

BEFORE:
I have always enjoyed reading
novels and recently I have explored
some foreign literature. I also play
music. I appeared in a school
concerts with the keyboard
orchestra when I was in year nine.

Strengths: 
• Given that history requires 

lots of reading, interest in 
novels and foreign literature 
is a useful part of the 
statement.

Improved by:
• Why not delete the reference 

to music in year 9 (too long 
ago to be of any significance)
and use the space to mention 
a favourite author or book 
and certainly cite examples of
the foreign literature and 
perhaps, in one sentence, 
offer a reason why you like 
a particular book / author.

AFTER:
Authors such as Stephen King and
traditional writers such as Emily
Bronte I find enjoyable. I have just
finished reading ‘Wuthering
Heights’. I am also trying to read
Les Miserables by Victor Hugo -
this is a challenge, as I am reading
the French version. Reading is a
passion and one book I enjoyed was
Achebe’s ‘Things Fall Apart’ which
explores reactions to British
colonisation in Africa.
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PARAGRAPH 5

BEFORE:
Currently, I am involved in the
European Youth Parliament
Competition in which I will be
representing my school at a
residential debating conference.
The winner will represent the
United Kingdon at a future event. 

Strengths: 
• The competition sounds 

impressive and suggests a 
broad interest in learning and
world affairs. It also shows 
some ability to construct 
debates - useful for history. 

Improved by:
• Why not mention a title of 

one of the debates at the 
residential conference to add 
more interest? Given that  
studying history involves 
research, perhaps mention a 
few details about any 
research undertaken to 
prepare one of the debates.

• The statement does not need 
to ‘conclude’ but the example
could try and relate back to 
studying history given that the
debating conference lends 
itself to skills used in history.

AFTER:
Currently, I am involved in the
European Youth Parliament
Competition in which I will be
representing my school at a
residential debating conference. The
winner will represent the United
Kingdom at a future event. This
venture is enhancing my general
knowledge, particularly with respect
to genetic engineering and drug
legislation which I researched using
the internet and some medical
journals at a local university.
Conducting research I find
enjoyable and I look forward to
exercising this skill at university.
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FURTHER ADVICE
ABOUT WRITING 

A PERSONAL
STATEMENT
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ANALYSING STATEMENTS FOR 
COMPETITIVE COURSES AT
SELECTIVE UNIVERSITIES

The following two Personal Statements were written by students applying to competitive
courses at highly selective universities. The aim of this section is to help you understand
how much depth and detail can be provided in the statement with regards to the course
choice. It is not the case that the style of these two statements is the only successful way
of ‘selling yourself ’ but they do, at least, provide an example of highly motivated
students, clearly passionate about their chosen courses, who can write clearly.

PERSONAL STATEMENT 1: Analysis of Personal Statement for 
Mathematics degree

PARAGRAPH 1
In many ways, studying Mathematics at A-level has changed my life. I am inspired by the
subject’s complexity and beauty. Mathematics has enhanced my engagement with the world
around me and I have enjoyed reading about the ways in which the subject has been used in
applications such as code breaking and financial modelling. To complement this, I attended a
series of lectures on coding and financial modelling at Royal Holloway. I learnt about the
applications of these models in the real world, from how mathematicians used them to help the
allies win the Second World War, to the numerous attempts to model the trends of the stock
markets. The flexibility of mathematics, and its applicability to the real world, greatly appeals to
me. Man-made structures around the world, from the Akashi suspension bridge in Japan to
the Hoover dam in Arizona, amaze me. Complex mathematics was used in their construction.
A more recent and closer to home experience that I was inspired by was the new roof in the
British Museum, which was designed and built with calculus in mind. 

COMMENT

1. An unusual start (e.g. ‘changed my life’ and ‘complexity and beauty’) which will need some 
concrete examples later to ensure that the statement has ‘substance’ and doesn’t rely on statements 
that are designed to impress.

2. Now there is an example ‘code breaking and financial modelling’ - why not mention one example 
of what was read (title of the book, or an author)?

3. The lecture shows interest in the subject area and the examples that follow about WW2 suggest the 
example is authentic.

4. Diverse examples are being used here (Akashi suspension bridge and the Hoover dam).

5. Even more examples (roof of the British Museum) and its relevance to mathematics pointed out 
(calculus).
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PARAGRAPH 2
Mathematics has undoubtedly fed my interest in reading historical accounts of inventions and
developments in building and construction. I am fascinated by the ways in which ancient
civilisations employed mathematics in their everyday lives and how methods differ from today.
Egyptian architecture has dominated my reading, in particular, the geometry used to create the
pyramids that were built at Giza 5000 years ago and yet were more accurate than structures
we build today. The era of the Victorians also intrigues me when the British Empire became a
playground for engineers, mathematicians and scientists alike. For example, I found Darwin’s
theory of evolution fascinating as it was the first time humans thought logically about the
evolution of living things, before which people used to brand people with such beliefs as
heretical. I have been a frequent visitor to a number of London’s museums and important
buildings. The Science Museum has been of particular interest, especially the artefacts and
equipment relating to space exploration and astronomy.

COMMENT

1. Further examples are cited e.g. Giza.

2. This example demonstrates further breadth of interest and relates it to ‘logical’ thinking so it 
reinforces an interest in broad mathematical approaches.

3. Science Museum example could be supported by something even more specific.

PARAGRAPH 3
An interest in the applications of Mathematics, especially in astronomy, has led me to trace the
paths of planets and other celestial bodies through my telescope.  As a member of the British
Astronomical Association, I learned to use annular parallax and other astronomical methods
to calculate temperatures and distances from Earth.  I subscribe to New Scientist, which keeps
me informed on current developments in Mathematics and Physics that appeal to my interest.
Fortunately leisure interests and academic curiosity coincide.

COMMENT

1. The membership to the British Astronomical Association is unusual and sounds impressive, 
especially with the examples that follow (e.g. annular parallax) - if interviewed, these references 
will be tested to ensure that the applicant isn’t bluffing.

2. New Scientist is a respected journal and able students aiming for highly competitive universities 
and courses such as Mathematics and Physics would be expected to engage in wider reading. 
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PARAGRAPH 4
As I enjoy discovering about Mathematics outside school, I often read around the subject.
Books written by Stephen Hawking, Michio Kaku, Werner Heisenberg and Alfred Hooper
have proved particularly inspiring and have provided a deeper insight into the subject and its
history, and made me aware of mathematical intricacy.

I intend to eventually pursue a career in Mathematics and further my love of the subject.

COMMENT

1. Wider reading such as Stephen Hawking, Michio Kaku, Werner Heisenberg and Alfred Hooper 
are great examples - expect to be quizzed at interview in some depth!

OVERALL COMMENTS
The applicant has only written about the choice of subject, which is
unusual, but to a highly competitive course this is also impressive: how
many applicants could write a whole personal statement which deals
with choice of degree? There is a note of warning: in interview the
applicant needs to be prepared to elaborate all of the points raised. If
the applicant appears to have read the back cover of one of the books
quoted and therefore finds it difficult to delve into some depth about
the example, the interviewers will not be impressed. They certainly will
not like being ‘hoodwinked’ by an applicant. The author of the
personal statement was offered a place to read Mathematics at Oxford
University. They were impressed by the amount of genuine wider
reading and interest in the subject. The student’s wider interests, e.g
voluntary work, were not cited in the statement but the fact the student
had been involved in the wider community meant they had the social
skills to present themselves effectively at interview. It is the confidence,
the listening and interpersonal skills that being involved in team sports,
voluntary work, clubs and competitions such as Young Enterprise all
help to develop. These skills can be demonstrated at interview.
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PERSONAL STATEMENT 2: Analysis of a Personal Statement 
lacking in examples and depth from 
an able applicant in Economics

PARAGRAPH 1
The process of studying Economics for the AS and A2 programme has led to my wish to pursue
this subject at a higher level.  Over the duration of the course so far, I have been able to
incorporate many skills from other subjects. I feel that quantitative reasoning skills used in
Mathematics are also useful in part of Economics such as Econometrics.  There is great variety
within Economics, although this is an aspect that appeals to me, I find more specialised topics
such as economic growth and Monetarist and Keynesian economics theories especially
interesting.  In order to further my knowledge and understanding of the subject matter, I
regularly read the business and financial sections of newspapers like The Times and current
affairs magazines such as The Economist.  This has helped me immensely in appreciating the
contribution of economics to prosperity, on the one hand, and inequality on the other.

COMMENT

1. An example mentioned - The applicant could state what is interesting about ‘Monetarist and 
Keynesian economics’ given that there are no reasonable examples in the first four sentences.

2. Useful to mention wider reading (The Times, The Economist) but would benefit from mentioning 
even one article that was interesting.

My School has selected me to be a member of its team for an Economics competition run by
the Bank of England. The competition will involve decision-making about issues such as interest
rates, inflation and employment levels.  I believe that this project will give me valuable
experience in the field and assist my understanding of the workings of groups like the Monetary
Policy Committee (MPC).  I also intend to take up the School’s invitation to pursue the Advanced
Extension Award for Economics in order to gain further skills such as critical thinking and
reporting.

COMMENT

1. The Economics competition run by the Bank of England is impressive especially given that some 
detail, although superficial, is provided. 

2. Advanced Extension Award for Economics is a useful examination to take for a very able 
applicant. 
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PARAGRAPH 2
During my academic career, I have developed many qualities such as my conduct and
punctuality, which have supported my other endeavours and achievements.  These qualities
have resulted, this year, in my appointment as a Senior Prefect.  In Year 12, I took part in the
Young Enterprise Scheme, where I was selected to lead a team of eleven.  I acted as the
Managing Director of our company.  It afforded me a valuable experience in leadership and
teamwork and also improved my perception of the business world.  My tutor group
participated in a Sixth Form Quiz and I was fortunate to captain the winning team.  I am
currently the Deputy Head Boy in my school and I feel that this role is encouraging the
development of skills such as the handling of responsibility and team work. In addition, I have
also gained beneficial experience outside School.  I completed one week of work experience in
France, which gave me a useful insight into French culture in the context of business and trade.
This in turn helped to broaden my view of the working world in a foreign country.  At school I
often organise tournaments for various sports and games such as badminton, chess and
football. I approach both my studies and extra-curricular activities with full commitment, effort,
enthusiasm and a willingness to succeed.  I believe that the various skills and experiences I have
acquired will enable me successfully to settle down at university and continue to excel both
academically and in other extra-curricular activities.

COMMENT

1. Young Enterprise is relevant. But some information in the statement could be omitted to leave 
space to elaborate about areas that are relevant to studying Economics. What was the product 
made by the Enterprise Team? What were some key events/problems that occurred in the team 
throughout the competition? 

2. Broad interests cited in terms of sport, work experience, Deputy Head Boy, winning the quiz - 
these examples show that the applicant can be academically successful whilst balancing other 
demands for precious time.

OVERALL COMMENTS

The statement is clearly written with a range of experiences included.
There are also some superfluous words that ‘fill space’ without depth
or examples. Space in a personal statement is limited, but a balance
needs to be struck between breadth (range of experiences) and depth
(ideas raised in books or articles, problems encountered on schemes
and competitions) and convincing passion about the course.
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Read the advice below. Think of your strengths and weaknesses and  then rank  the points 
from the ‘Do’ list and ‘Do not’ list that are most relevant to you when writing your Personal

Statement.

‘Do’ list: 1 = Most relevant, 8 = Not relevant; 

‘Do not’ list: 1 = Most relevant, 6 = Not relevant

DO:

PLAN AHEAD: Think about your personal statement in advance so that you 
have gathered experiences or read widely around your 
chosen course.

WRITE CLEARLY: Write accurately and clearly - one sure way to be rejected is 
to have spelling and grammatical errors in your statement 
and have sentences that do not make sense.

BE MOTIVATED: Come across as interested in your chosen course at university.

SEEK ADVICE: Get advice about writing your statement - but not so much 
that it confuses you as people can make different comments 
about the statement - each equally valid.

LISTEN: Let others read the statement - they can check it is clear and 
persuasive.

BE POSITIVE: Sell yourself without lying. Make the most of the activities you 
have undertaken and materials you have studied.

REDRAFT: Expect to complete several drafts of your statement.

KEEP IT SIMPLE: In most cases your statement will include reasons for choosing
your course and a few details about you. Not all statements 
will equally balance these two features, in but most cases, 
these form the basis of an effective statement. It is the quality 
of the reasons, depth and detail of the information provided, 
authenticity and, finally, clarity of the writing that makes a 
statement persuasive. 

TOP TIPS FOR WRITING YOUR
PERSONAL STATEMENT
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DO NOT:

LIE: Lying can be detected easily at interview and your referee 
will read your statement. Their reference often confirms what 
you have claimed in your statement.

COPY: Do not copy other statements. Develop confidence in your 
own abilities. Hard work pays off!

BE RESTRICTED 
TO A FORMULA: Some personal statements do not always follow a formula 

and they stand out as unique. Other students write a little 
about their course and themselves (nice and simple) and 
produce very persuasive statements.

USE GIMMICKS: Such as quotes or jokes as these might not amuse the 
Admissions Tutor and they have probably been used before.

ALWAYS MENTION 
SKILLS: If you have a part-time job and you do it for the money, do 

not feel that you need to point out the skills developed unless 
they are relevant and reasonable e.g. stacking shelves at a 
supermarket every week develops few skills, you do it for the 
money (perfectly reasonable, so do not worry about trying to 
make more out if it, Admissions Tutors are not naive!). 
Another issue is self-evident skills. One example is a personal
statement for Medicine. The applicant had undertaken 
voluntary work, teaching an autistic child to swim, a very 
time-consuming activity as it takes time to build a 
relationship. The range of skills needed was self-evident. The 
applicant briefly stated the experience and left it to interview 
to expand. Thus, it is not always necessary to point out skills. 
However, sometimes it is worth pointing out, but not after 
every experience.

NEGLECT YOUR 
STUDIES: Some students get so involved in writing their statement and 

completing the application form that they neglect their 
studies. Your grades get you in! Get the balance right 
between your studies and your UCAS application. 



KEY TERMS 

The following advice should help you write a Personal Statement which is easy to read and is
professionally written. Read the following advice to help you connect your sentences and paragraphs as
well as to vary the language you use in the Personal Statement.

• IN ADDITION
“In addition to my work experience I have also gained valuable skills throughout my voluntary work.”

• AS WELL AS
“As well as my involvement in team games I am also keen on playing individually competitive sport.”

• REINFORCE 
“My involvement in the school voluntary programme has reinforced my decision to study a degree in 
Nursing.”

• STRENGTHEN
“My decision to study a degree in Economics has been strengthened by my enjoyment and success in 
my A level course.”

• FURTHERMORE
“Furthermore, I am particularly suited to a degree in Chemistry because of my love of the subject and 
my keen interest to further my knowledge of the subject.”

• APART FROM
“Apart from my involvement with sports I am also involved in amateur dramatics.”

• NOT TO MENTION
“Being involved in the voluntary work programme, not to mention my work experience, has  provided
an opportunity to work with a diverse range of people.”

• MORE RECENTLY
“Although I have taken part in classical music concerts, more recently I have decided to learn to play 
the piano.”

• ENABLED ME
“The opportunity to play in the school football team enabled me to work as part of a team.”

• PROVIDED ME
“The work experience provided me with an opportunity to work with a range of people.”

• OPPORTUNITY TO
“The opportunity to work with people was provided by my work experience.”

ADVICE ABOUT USING ‘I’

Beginning many sentences with ‘I’ is very easy to do, especially when writing about yourself. Instead, 
try to create varied sentences with a range of alternative starting points: 

DO NOT WRITE INSTEAD WRITE

I am Captain of the Hockey Team Being a Captain of the Hockey team ...

I enjoy playing sport Having enjoyed playing football ...

I am studying A levels in My A level subjects have ...

I enjoy socialising Socialising is important to me because ...

I have taken part in Taking part in ...

I have gained a number of skills The skills I have gained from ...

34
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The Step-by-Step
Guide
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WRITING A PERSONAL
STATEMENT

- SECTIONS TO CONSIDER -
To help generate ideas, try using the following materials. Remember
though, the more ideas that are copied from this or any other
publication, the less unique your personal statement will be. There will
always be someone else who has copied the same idea. The more
evidence or examples provided the more unique the statement. To
provide examples, consider the following sections. Do not feel that
each section needs to be included in order to write a complete
statement. Simply writing about the choice of course and some
personal details / achievements is enough to be persuasive. 

38
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Stage 1
State your reasons for your choice of course
Write out the reasons why you are applying for your chosen degree/HND. Some suggestions
have been made to help you get started.

Reason Explanation

Enjoy the subject State why

Enjoy particular aspects of the subject State which aspects 

Look forward to studying in greater depth State specific interests

Work experience confirmed interest How did work experience help?

Look forward to putting theory into practice Anything in particular?

Possess the skills required for the course Which skills?

Post-degree aim eg. particular career in mind Which career and why?

Any other reason/s? Explanation

Choice of course Work experience School experience Outside school experience Sporting involvement Concluding statement

(1) Writing about your choice of course

Writing about your choice of course is the most important part of your
statement so think of plenty of ideas. 

An example of a candidate applying to read
Economics

“Having thoroughly enjoyed the academic study
of ‘A’ level Economics and Mathematics I have
chosen a degree that will enable me to pursue
my interest in Economics in even greater depth.
Attending a specialist Economics conference in
London broadened my knowledge of the subject
and it should prove useful during my Economics
degree.”



Now use the reasons to begin writing your Personal Statement. 
Use Stage 2 to help you.

Stage 2
Write your own explanation about your choice of course.

To help you, try to adapt the following introductory sentences:

For a vocational or an applied course, try adapting the following introductory
sentence:

“Having thoroughly enjoyed the academic study of... (state subjects) I have chosen a degree that 

will enable me to combine theory with a practical application.”

For a teaching course, try adapting the following introductory sentence:

“My subject-based studies along with work experience in... (state any related experience with 

children) have made me suited to a degree in teaching.”

For a more general course, try adapting the following introductory sentences:

“I have chosen a... (state degree title) degree because it will enable me to study... (state any areas 

which interest you that you KNOW will be covered on the degree course) in more depth.”  

“Success and interest in my... (state subject) have confirmed my interest in studying... 

(state degree title).”

“In addition to my lessons, extra reading including... (state title or author of a key book you have 

read) has confirmed my interest in reading / studying... (state degree title).”

“I am interested in studying... (state degree) because it has a practical application as well as a 

theoretical basis.”

“With my practical experience in... (state experience eg. work experience) and my academic 

achievements in... (state either achievements such as a good essay or project result or even a modular 

result or mock/test result)

I believe I am well suited to a degree in... (state degree).”

“Success in my school/college studies and extra work in... (state details of relevant experience) has 
given me a secure academic foundation with which to approach a degree course in... (state degree 
title) with confidence and enthusiasm.”

40
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(2) Writing about work experience

You do not have to write about any work experience and part-time job. 
Only write about your work experience / part time job if it: 

• relates to your course at university
• developed skills and knowledge which were of interest to you, your 

chosen course or life at university (e.g. working as a team, computing 
skills, presentation skills)

• the work experience tells the admissions tutor something about you 
(e.g. it was slightly unusual)

Stage 1
State the skills you gained and match them to the duties you
carried out on your work experience
Skills Duties carried out which
developed developed the skill
eg. Communication eg. dealing with customers or working in a team

Listening

Speaking
Working independently
Computer literacy
Team work
Managing others
Working to deadlines
Diplomacy
Problem solving
Using initiative

etc

Choice of course Work experience School experience Outside school experience Sporting involvement Concluding statement

An example

“Work experience as a clerical assistant in a busy
office enabled me to develop a number of
important skills. Working in a small team
ensured that I was able to listen carefully to
others and work co-operatively with a variety of
different people. In addition, at certain times I
had to work independently which allowed me to
use my own initiative. Such skills will prove
extremely useful on my Business Studies degree.”
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Now add the list of skills and experiences to your Personal Statement. 
Use Stage 2 to help you.

Stage 2
Write your own account about your work experience and relevant 
skills gained.

To help you, try to adapt the following introductory sentences:

“Being involved in a busy / professional / successful... (state type of company eg. accountancy firm)
allowed me the opportunity to... (briefly describe the main tasks that relate to the skills you gained). 
These duties developed skills in...(discuss skills).”

“Working part-time in a... (state type of company eg. large retail store) has enabled me to... (briefly 
describe the main tasks that relate to the skills you gained) which developed my... (discuss skills).”

“My work experience was an enjoyable and challenging experience. Being a... (state job title)
enabled me to be involved in a range of areas such as... (state area / task) which developed... (state 
skills). In addition, I  was able to... (state task) which was essential in developing... (describe skill).”

“Working part-time as a... (state job) gave me the opportunity to... (state experience or skills eg. 
work in a team, find out more about...).”

“I gained valuable knowledge of... (state area that you have more knowledge about eg. legal process)
and experience in... (state area of work eg. a firm of solicitors) whilst working as a... (state job eg. 
shadowing a solicitor) during... (state period of time eg. holidays, weekends, Year 11).”

“As well as providing practical experience in a... (state area of work eg. computer retail store) the 

job also allowed me to develop skills in... (state skills).”

“The experience and knowledge I have gained through working as a... (state job) should prove 

useful in my chosen degree/HND course.”

“I enjoyed working as a... (state job eg. working in a hospital) because it gave me a valuable 

insight into my degree area. In particular, I learned that... (state what you learned eg. that the 
degree eg. Medicine is a course that I will thoroughly enjoy).”

“Working voluntarily as a... (state job) provided a rewarding and valuable experience in... 

(state experiences and skills).”
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Choice of course Work experience School experience Outside school experience Sporting involvement Concluding statement

(3) Writing about your school/college experience

Stage 1
State the experiences you have gained within school or
college. Write out your experiences and responsibilities in
school or college. Below are some suggestions that have been
provided to help you get started.
Experience What have you gained?
eg Form representative eg. communication skills, trust, independence

Drama production
Musical instrument
Musical concerts
Library assistant
Voluntary work
Helping staff
Prefect
Computer responsibilities
Charity work
Debating society
Events organiser
Any other experiences?

Only write about this area if you have something to say that is of interest. 
You do not need to write about all areas of school/college involvement.

An example

“Being nominated as a tutor group
representative in the sixth form provided me
with the opportunity to represent others in a
responsible and fair manner. I had to extend
my communication skills  by speaking and
listening in a large group. This experience
should enable me to communicate effectively
in an academic environment whilst at
university. In addition, I have been involved in
a number of drama productions as a technical
assistant working as part of a team and
ensuring that stage management kept to
deadline.  Further responsibility has been
gained from being in a team that helped raise
money for Oxfam.  I intend to seize the
opportunity to take an active part in a wide
variety of cultural and social events during my
university life.”



For each relevant experience, consider which skills you have developed.
Read the list of suggestions which follows to help you get started:

Independence Communication Self-motivation Public speaking

Empathy Efficiency Teamwork Being organised

Self-expression Confidence Sensitivity Solving problems

Responsible Trustworthy Helpful Approachable

Diplomacy

Now use the skills to begin writing your Personal Statement. 
Use Stage 2 to help you.

Stage 2
Write your account about your school/college experiences.

To help you, try to adapt the following introductory sentences:
“A regular period of voluntary work with... (state nature of voluntary work) provided me with the 
opportunity to... (state the skills or tasks carried out).”

“Being a member of the cast for... (state nature of drama production) was extremely rewarding. 
Acting has improved my self-confidence and public speaking skills. I hope to be involved in 
more amateur dramatic productions at university.”

“Playing... (state musical instrument) at grade... (state grade, if applicable) has been extremely 
rewarding. I hope to continue my interest in music at university. I look forward to the
opportunity to join the university orchestra.”

“Speaking in front of a large audience as part of the Debating Society has been an excellent 
opportunity to develop my public speaking skills. I have taken part in a number of debates 
including... (state title of debates). This experience should prove useful on my degree course.”

“As a library assistant my duties included organising the book loan system... (state any other 
duties that appear to suggest that you are responsible, reliable and organised). This experience has 
shown that I am responsible and capable of dealing with a range of people.”

“I found raising money for... (state charity eg. Oxfam or details of the charity event) was a 
rewarding opportunity to help others. The event... (write a few words about what took place) and 
meant that I needed to... (state your qualities eg. be independent, self-motivated, work in a team).”

“Within my college I have undertaken to help run the computer system. This involves... 
(state your tasks eg. help others use software, report problems, remove unwanted software). I am keen 
to further my own knowledge of computers whilst at university.”

“My experience with... (state experience) provided me with an excellent opportunity to... (state 
skills or experience eg. work with people, be independent, self-motivated, learn more about the 
nature of the degree course).”

“One opportunity I value a great deal is... (state nature of the experience) because it allowed 
me to... (state what it allowed you to do eg. mention skills and/or the nature of the experience).”

“Taking responsibility for... (state responsibility) has developed skills in... (state skills).”
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Only write about interests and experiences outside school if you have
something of interest to say; otherwise focus on other areas e.g. inside
school, choice of course, ambitions.

Choice of course Work experience School experience Outside school experience Sporting involvement Concluding statement

(4) Writing about interests & experiences outside school

Stage 1
Identify and outline the key activities or experiences which
you have gained in a non-educational environment
Some suggestions have been provided to help you get started. Consider each suggestion and
then add some of your own if they do not appear on the list below. In no more than a
sentence or two outline some specific details about the pursuits and then state why the
experience is relevant to your application. 

Suggested pursuits Outline Relevance
eg. Reading novels eg. Science fiction eg. Asimov Enjoy a wide range of 

literature
Hobby
Holiday
Reading plays
Reading a specialist area
Theatre
Part time work
Dancing
Concerts
Music
Mechanics
Films
Cooking
Martial arts
Using internet
Cycling
Museums
Painting
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An example

“Travelling abroad to a variety of locations including Spain
and India has broadened my perspective on life. I enjoy
meeting a wide range of people and learning about different
cultures and traditions. In addition, I thoroughly enjoy going
to the theatre both in the West End, seeing productions such
as ‘Miss Saigon’, as well as going to the local dramatic
productions such as ‘Macbeth’. I hope to make full use of the
cultural activities at university, particularly the amateur
dramatics society.”
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Now use the information about your interests outside school/college to
begin writing an account for your Personal Statement. Use Stage 2 to help
you.

Stage 2
Write your own passage highlighting your interests outside school /college.

To help you, try to adapt the following introductory sentences:

“My part-time job as... (state title of job eg. an assistant in a large retail store) has provided an 
opportunity to... (state what you have learned eg. co-operate with other people and be independent).”

“Watching foreign films such as... (state title of film) is a passion of mine and it has led to a 
broader interest in world literature.”

“Listening to jazz music particularly... (state musician eg. Miles Davis) is a highly enjoyable 
past time. I hope to get the opportunity to hear live jazz music in the future.”

“Being creative with cuisine is not only an excellent way to relax but also to meet others. 
I like to try a range of recipes from... (state recipe eg. lasagna) to... (state recipe eg. Chinese food ).”

“Having my own internet facility at home has allowed me to search for a range of sources to 
broaden my  knowledge of... (state subject being studied eg. Economics, Chemistry). I intend to 
continue to use and learn more about the World Wide Web at university.” 

“My interest in... (state interest) has given me the opportunity to... (state the nature of the 
interest or what you have learned).”

“I particularly enjoy... (state what you enjoy that is relevant to your application) and it has 
provided an opportunity to... (state what skills you have developed or what you have learned eg. 
being more independent than you had believed yourself to be, accepting a challenge).”

“I hope to continue to... (state hobby or interest) at university because it provides me with an 
opportunity to... (state opportunity eg. meet people).”

“I have endeavoured to learn more about... (state what you have learned eg. astronomy) despite 
little information being available at school/college.”
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Choice of course Work experience School experience Outside school experience Sporting involvement Concluding statement

5) Writing about sporting involvement

Stage 1
State the sports you are interested in playing
1. List your sporting interests (not those you watch but those in which you take part). 
2. Provide details about your involvement in the sport (eg. success in competitions, training 

courses, tuition received, county standards, outside club membership, sponsorships, 
position of responsibility eg. team captain).

3. State what you have learned from being involved in your sporting areas ie. acquired 
abilities.

1. Sport 2. Details 3. Acquired abilities
eg. Football Midfield in Ist Eleven, won county cup Teamwork

Unless you are studying a course involving sport then there is no need to
include your sporting endeavours, after all admissions tutors are more
interested in your academic achievements. However, if you do want to
inform the admissions tutor about your ‘wider’ talents then this might just
provide them with a ‘flavour’ of you.

You do not need to write about sporting involvement unless it relates to
your degree.

An example

“As a regular member of the school hockey
team I am keen to pursue this interest at
university. I played centre forward in the
squad that won the 2001 county trophy.
Team sports such as netball and volleyball
are also particularly enjoyable. I believe that
I have developed a number of abilities
through playing sport: being part of a team,
listening and learning from others, and
helping others in a supportive way. These
have all helped me develop transferable skills
which can be applied to a number of areas
such as the management of people.”
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Now use the information about your sporting involvement and the skills
you have gained to begin writing an account for your Personal Statement.
Use Stage 2 to help you.

Stage 2
Write your own details of your sporting interests.

To help you, try to adapt the following introductory sentences:

“As... (state responsibility eg. captain of the school netball team) I have gained the opportunity to 

motivate others to succeed. Winning... (state success eg. the 2001 County Trophy) was a major 

achievement for the... (state team eg. school netball team).”

“Being a keen... (briefly state your main individual sports eg. squash, running, athletics, table tennis)

has helped me maintain physical fitness as well as aiding my studies. I find that my mental 

concentration improves with being physically fit. I hope to make good use of the sporting 

facilities at university and maintain this balance.”

“Team sports such as... (state team sports eg. netball, football, basketball) have enabled me to 

work in a group, listening as well as giving instructions and advice.”

“Competing in the... (state nature of competition) and getting... (state position in the competition 

eg. runner-up) was a major achievement for the school second eleven football team. It was 

during the competition that I learned how to motivate others to succeed.”

“Sport has been particularly important as it has provided me with the opportunity to... 

(state opportunity eg. work in a team, work with a diverse range of people, be self-disciplined).”

“I wish / intend to take full advantage of the university facilities to continue my sporting 

interests, particularly... (state sporting interests).”

“I am an enthusiastic member of the school / college... (state team or sport) even gaining an 

award for my achievement in... (state award or any cups or medals the team or yourself have won).”

“Not only is sport important but I also enjoy... (state a link to an alternative area such as outside 

school / college interests).”
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Choice of course Work experience School experience Outside school experience Sporting involvement Concluding statement

(6) Writing a concluding statement

Stage 1
Choose one or two areas which link to your degree/HND
course or general university life.
Read your Personal Statement written so far. Now do one of
the following:
(a) think of an experience which you have not already mentioned which relates to the 

degree/HND course or,
(b) think of an experience which you have not already mentioned which relates to your 

suitability for university, or finally,
(c) identify an area which you have already mentioned and find a way of building on it for a 

concluding comment about your course or suitability for university.

You may like to use the following suggestions to help you:

Work experience Out of school activity
Holiday Inspiration from reading 
Conference attended Career aspiration 
Skills Activity inside school 
Coursework relating to degree subject Personal reason for doing the course

You might wish to have a strong ending so store one idea until the end.
One Admissions Tutor claimed to read at the end of a statement, that a
student enjoyed looking after their pet lizard. This caught his attention and
so he sent the applicant an offer given the grades were sufficient! Catching
people’s attention can be an effective ending but, remember, now that this
idea has been published, Admissions Tutors will be aware of students
claiming to have rare pets to look after! 

The point is to end with a reasonable idea which maintains the reader’s
interest.

An example

“My varied interests have broadened my
general knowledge, but also allowed me to
co-operate with and learn from a variety of
different people, which will be particularly
useful for my course at university.”
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Now use the suggestions provided to conclude your Personal Statement.
Use Stage 2 to help you.

Stage 2
Write your concluding statement.

Read the following sentences and try to adapt the language or generate
a completely new section which relates back to your chosen
degree/HND or your suitability to university life: 

“My work experience at... (state work experience) and my school / college-based studies make me 

confident that I am suited to a degree/HND in... (state degree/HND title).”

“It is because of my experience with... (state the experience) that I believe I will make a successful 

student on my... (state degree /HND title).”

“Having a long term goal of being a... (state career or job title) I believe that I am particularly 

suited to a... (state degree/HND title).”

“My experiences during my post sixteen studies have enabled me to be... (state main areas that 

have been developed eg. independence, self-discipline) which should prove invaluable / useful 

preparation for life at university.”

“My choice of degree has been carefully selected as result of my preferred school/college subjects 

and work experience.”

“My choice of subjects and work experience make me confident that I am well prepared to 

study... (state nature of course or more generally that you are able to cope with degree/HND level 

study).”

“I am looking forward to building on my existing experiences of studying... (state what you are 

looking forward to studying at university) and the chance to further my knowledge in... 

(state nature of degree/HND).”
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WRITING EFFECTIVE UCAS
PERSONAL STATEMENTS

- Tutorial Booklet - 



When you submit your UCAS application for your chosen course at university it
will be read by an Admissions Tutor. The Admissions Tutor:

❏ is a lecturer in the subject

❏ has been promoted to the position of choosing students for their 
degree course

❏ recruits the target number of students to ensure the course is 
financially viable (jobs can be lost if the target is not reached or 
even exceeded)

❏ is a gatekeeper between you and your chosen course 

can let you pass by giving you an offer 
(e.g. AAA, BCC, DDE)
can close the gate by declining to give you an offer 

❏ often starts providing offers as soon as applications are received

(though some do wait - but very few!)

SO GET GOING! LET YOUR ADMISSIONS TUTORS
RECEIVE YOUR APPLICATION EARLY IN THE PROCESS.

WHAT MUST YOU DO TO GET AN OFFER
FROM AN ADMISSIONS TUTOR?

Most importantly, achieve the grades. So...

❏ don’t miss lessons e.g. attending open days can damage your 
chances of success if you miss lessons. Instead:

- use CD roms to make a virtual tour of a university
from the comfort of your computer

- visit a university at the weekend / holidays. 
You will still get the ‘feel of the place’

• Persuade the admissions tutor you really want to study a particular course. 
Lots of students apply with suitable predicted grades so why offer a place to 
you? The Admissions Tutor must ensure that you will not drop out once you 
have started (they lose money if you do) so you must ensure that you impress
them with your reasons for wanting that particular course.

55

WHAT IS AN ADMISSIONS TUTOR?
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1. Read the personal statement printed below and underline each experience 
or key point that appears.

2. Count how many experiences or key points have been included in the 
statement.

3. How might the statement be improved?

WHAT DOES A REASONABLE PERSONAL
STATEMENT LOOK LIKE?

Although I enjoy studying Mathematics and Geography, it is Business Studies that I
wish to pursue in more depth. I believe a degree in Business will build on my
understanding of marketing and financial management. Businesses have to operate
within a legal framework and I was lucky enough to shadow a barrister for a day to
gain an insight into the legal profession. I hope to study aspects of law as part of my
degree. 

A range of school opportunities have broadened my experiences. Participation in the
Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme has been challenging and fulfilling: allowing me
to work with a diverse range of people. My voluntary work at Help the Aged proved
to be rewarding and gave me a more caring perspective on life. I have also taken part
in the ‘Year 7 Friends Scheme’ in which I supported young students during their first
term at school. Taking part in the school drama club as a technician has been fun and
has taught me the importance of working to deadlines. I have further pursued my
interest in drama and have so far been fortunate to see ‘Twelfth Night’ and ‘Les
Miserables’. My role as Deputy Operations Director in the Young Enterprise Scheme
has given me an insight into business life. I am interested in the internet and have
helped staff redesign the school web site. I hope to learn more about web site design
at university. Although no-one could call me a sportsman, I am a keen football player
and I regularly visit City of Manchester Stadium to watch Manchester City. 

Outside school I belong to the Venture Scouts which has offered opportunities such
as gliding and weekend camps to the Peak District. I have managed to balance the
demands of my ‘A’ levels with a varied and enjoyable school and social life. I look
forward to the opportunities offered at university.
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How many experiences or key points have been included in 
the statement?

★ Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme ★ Voluntary work at Help the Aged 
★ Year 7 Friends ★ Drama club technician ★ Seen ‘Twelfth Night’ and ‘Les
Miserables’ ★ Deputy Operations Director in the Young Enterprise Scheme 
★ Helped staff redesign the school website ★ Keen football player 
★ Visits Manchester City Football Club ★ Venture Scouts. 
In all, around ten key points are mentioned.

How might the statement be improved?

1. Far more information needed about why the applicant wishes to read 
Business Studies at university.

2. More detail about relevant experiences such as the Young Enterprise 
business scheme (e.g. what was the product being marketed? Why did the 
person enjoy the opportunity? What did the person learn from the 
experience?)

3. Write less of a list of points and provide more depth to a select range of 
issues

4. The applicant could have been more personal about the areas mentioned 
What did they enjoy and why?

BUT there are some positive features about the statement...

• Clearly written 

• Dealt with choice of course (though not enough)

• Used short sentences, helping it remain grammatically correct

• No spelling errors

WHAT DOES A REASONABLE
STATEMENT LOOK LIKE?

- feedback -
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WHAT CAN GO WRONG WITH A
PERSONAL STATEMENT?

To find out what mistakes many applicants make read through the following
personal statement and attempt the following:
- Put a line through anything that you think should not be included i.e. that 

does not sell the student.
- Reduce the statement to half the original length.
- Decide why the personal statement does not sell the student.

After 12 years of school-study I will be making the most difficult decision and most influential one
in my life. Having systematically going through each stage of choosing a suitable degree, I started by
choosing a ‘science’ subject rather than an ‘art’ one. Moving on through the field of Physics, relating
heavily with Mathematics, I researched the different topics possible in Engineering. With every
prospectus I read, I became even more devoted to the course: Mechanical Engineering. The
fundamentals of this course can be quite general giving me a wider experience in the Mathematics
and Science fields, complying with my eagerness to experience Science and Engineering. The most
intriguing factor of this course, I would say, is what I have always been indulged in; knowing how
something operates, moves and to make it better. For me studying the root of our necessities, e.g.
electricity, cars and clocks, is fulfilling. Studying in these fields (Mathematics and Physics A-levels)
will help me kick-start my degree campaign with enthusiasm and challenge, increasing chances of
fitting in well with the course. Aiming to use this study to progress into the world of work with the
manner of a fully equipped Engineer, I know that this degree will present myself to the employer as
a person of qualities efficient enough to produce upright results from a degree which requires
intellectuality, initiative and common sense (in scientific terms). I regard Mechanical Engineering as
having a consequential and significant role to play in British industry. Thus, taking a step back I
think that a person to study a degree of this importance to be successful through the 3/4 years
should have personal qualities. Working for a multinational company I have had a taste of the
responsibilities of these personal qualities; listening to management, working independently to
complete the tasks, working to deadlines, using initiative towards problem solving for customer
service ... etc. Studying these aspects in the management segment of Business Studies A-level helps
me to understand this more clearly, with ways of innovation and motivation for work. Throughout
my last 5 school years, using the computer and the Internet has been momentous. From designing
programmes (for I.T. coursework) in Microsoft Access to using the internet to inquire about flight
arrangements, and with 40 words-per-minute I have gained sufficient computer skills to use it as a
surplus for my future. As a sociable person, I have shown that I can fit into a community new to me
(my sixth form). This overlaps the personal qualities aforementioned. I have also worked with
children in a nursery, helping teachers. Furthermore, mentoring high school student in preparation
for the end of their GCSE’s has given me a differing sensation of tutoring. An important point for a
student thinking of entering university is willing to be part of that community. This point will make
a difference in the productivity of the student towards the community of the university. For five
consecutive years now, I have joined the school football team, playing in most cup and league
matches. Having represented my school in domestic competitions, I have enjoyed the essence of
teamwork, winning and losing. More recently, being trained to be a Junior’s coach by the Football
Association has strengthened my management skills. The encouraging factor of sport for me is the
social aspect, which I enjoy extensively. An exclusive ubiquity of mine is that I am contented with
mixing my social with my educational life at length making the two important factors in my life
none the less unabridged.
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Many students writing their own personal statement repeat some of the
problems shown in the statement you have read - though usually, not to the
same extent.

What were the problems?

❏ Begins like a life story - full of irrelevant information

❏ Far too long
- it will need to be reduced for the on-line 

application 

❏ Uses language the author clearly doesn’t understand 
- e.g. in the last line”exclusive ubiquity of mine”. 

Ubiquitous means ‘everywhere’ so how can it be 
exclusive?

❏ Many sentences are too long, making grammatical errors

❏ Sets out to impress but comes across as arrogant

❏ Has not been proof read by somebody who could have pointed out 
many of the problems e.g. many sentences do not make sense.

WHAT CAN GO WRONG WITH A
PERSONAL STATEMENT?

- the lessons to learn -
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WHAT ADVICE HAVE ADMISSIONS
TUTORS OFFERED?

The following advice is based on the findings from a survey of over 70
admissions tutors from over 20 subject areas in a wide range of universities.

HOW IMPORTANT IS THE PERSONAL STATEMENT?

It depends on:

• The Admissions Tutor (some admissions tutors see it as vital, others look at 
grades alone)

• The nature of the degree (for some courses it is vital, for others it is not)

The point is, you do not know. So therefore treat it seriously. It can count
against you if it is not clearly written.

It can be important for:

• Selection for an offer (when you apply)

• Selection for an interview

• Asking questions at the interview (make sure you tell the truth: you could be
asked about the claims in your statement!)

• Borderline cases (if you are just short of a required grade e.g you need 
BBB but you are predicted BBC. Remember, though, generally they select 
those with the grades)

• If you miss the grade in August. (The Admissions Tutor might reconsider 
you if they have spare places - remember to call them in August if you miss 
the grade)

Remember, grades are most important.

WHAT ARE ADMISSIONS TUTORS LOOKING FOR?

• Interest in the course (most important)

• No spelling or grammatical mistakes

• Clearly written

• Motivation

• Able to balance studies with non-academic life
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• Interesting person

• Work experience (if relevant)

• Wider key skills (e.g. Teamwork)

• Numeracy or Communication (if yet to pass GCSE Maths or English)

• Explanation of unusual degree combinations (should you appear undecided)

• Future career in some cases

WHAT SHOULD YOU AVOID?

• Waffle

• Swallowing a dictionary

• Statements with no examples or evidence

• Very ordinary interests e.g. going down the pub

• Lying (remember the interview!)

• Becoming somebody you are not

• Rushing

• Thinking you can write it without advice

SHOULD THE STATEMENT BE HAND-WRITTEN OR
WORDPROCESSED?

Most statements will now be word processed especially with increased use of
electronic applications. Word processing:

... the benefits

• Easier to make corrections
• Can use a spell check
• Can use a grammar check

... the problems

• Fonts that looks too small / too big 
• Proof reading. Some words are spelt correctly but are not the right words 

e.g. using the word ‘from’ when you meant to type ‘for’.



FURTHER ADVICE
Do NOT
• Follow the advice in your hand-out to the letter
• Copy other statements
• Make things up to sound impressive
• Use language that you do not understand
DO
• Have a plan of action 
• Keep to deadlines
• Find out as much information about the course as possible
• Read advice about writing a personal statement
• Consult books such as Brian Heap’s ‘ Degree Course Offers’
• Read examples of good and bad statements
• Listen to advice but not too much
• Make the most of what you really have done
• Ensure that the person on the page is you
• Give plenty of examples
• Write relatively short sentences
• Expect to draft your statement a number of times (ten drafts is not 

unreasonable)

IN BRIEF, WRITE A SECTION ABOUT: 
YOUR CHOICE OF COURSE

& ABOUT YOU
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Many admissions tutors complain of reading
statements that appear the same. A response to
this problem has been to try to capture the
reader’s attention. For example, an applicant for a
Law degree wrote: ”Guilty, I confess I want to
study Law!” Now this has been used (and
published!) you cannot copy it and expect to be
original. 

For a Politics degree a student wrote a quote from a former government
minister, Dennis Healey, “If we can keep our heads the long-awaited economic
miracle is in our grasp.” Many admissions tutors now complain that students
are copying these ideas and so they are no longer original!

So how will you write a unique personal statement?

❏ By writing about why you really wish to study your chosen 
course (by showing that you know something about the 
course).

❏ By writing about the topics you are looking forward to
studying on that course in a genuine way.

❏ By writing a brief account about you (hobbies, experiences)

Nobody is likely to have all the responses to the above.  Lastly do not try the
gimmick that one student attempted. At the top of the statement appeared:

• This gimmick gives the appearance that the author is not serious. 

• Do not assume that your humour is the same as the humour of the 
admissions tutor! 

HOW DO YOU WRITE A UNIQUE
PERSONAL STATEMENT?

SEX
I LOVE IT!

That is why I wish to study human biology.
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Students who are motivated and interested in the course might be less likely to
drop out from university (which could cost the department money in lost
revenue) so...
Try to include some of the following to help you convince an admissions tutor:
❏ Any relevant books / articles you have read

(even writing about a short article in a chapter / journal / a few pages in 
a book is going to have more of an impact than simply stating you want to 
study the course)

❏ Relevant courses you have studied 
(e.g. why certain AS/A2 or Applied topics interested you. Write about 
skills you have developed that you believe to be relevant)

❏ Relevant interviews you have conducted
(interviewing somebody who works in your area of interest - e.g. a solicitor, 
a doctor - talk about specific issues that arose from the interview)

❏ Experiences that relate to the course
(conferences, residential courses, trips, people you have met, something 
you have read, hobbies, future plans, something you have seen - anything 
relevant that will convince the admissions tutor that you have given serious 
thought to the choice of course)

❏ What interests you about the degree courses?
(make sure the areas you focus upon that are taught at university appear 
on all your choices)

HOW DO YOU PERSUADE AN ADMISSIONS
TUTOR THAT YOU ARE KEEN TO STUDY

THEIR COURSE?
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WRITING YOUR UCAS PERSONAL STATEMENT
- ACTION PLAN -

Name

How many drafts are expected?

Staff available to support you

Useful materials available

1st draft deadline

Other deadlines

Final deadline

Who checks the final statement?

Other information
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Subject Specific
Advice from

Admissions Tutors
& 

Examples of
Personal

Statements



This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Mr. Bill Homes, Architecture, South Bank University, London
Mr. Paul Johnson, Product Design, Nottingham Trent University
Mr. Peter Bowcott, Contemporary Arts, Nottingham Trent University

This section covers a range of courses from Fine Art to Product Design. The ethos varies
substantially between these different courses.  What they all have in common is that they are
concerned with aesthetics and with visual creativity, among other things.  These courses usually
operate in a different way from most others, being studio-based as a rule.  The admissions
procedures tend to be  rather different too.  Very many of these courses will ask you to produce
a portfolio of your work and great importance is attached to this.  However, it is still important
to give the tutor the most positive background information you can by means of the personal
statement.

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
Tutors in this area are much more likely than others to use the presentation of your personal
statement as a selection criterion. After all, these courses are all about visual presentation.  Take
your time to work from your rough drafts to your final version ensuring a good visual
impression. This could be achieved either through word-processing or writing by hand if  your
handwriting is particularly clear.

HOW LONG SHOULD IT BE?
There is no reason for you to produce a long piece of writing.  You do need, however, to
explain to the person reading the statement your reasons for choosing a particular discipline
within Art or Design.  You should relate this to your own personal experience of Art and Design
by outlining your own work as well as through reading, exhibitions and so on.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
You should mention this if you have done some work which is related in any way to Art or
Design, even if it isn’t in the particular field that you have chosen to study.  Other work
experience is likely to be of less interest.

ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
ART, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN ART, 
DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

“Work experience generally indicates both an interest in career terms and some, 
albeit slight, experience of what he/she is undertaking.”

What the tutors thought was useful to include in a statement:

“Items indicating that the student is motivated to do more than is asked of her/him.”

“The ability to convey an interest in experimentation”.

“Skills, Attitude, Aptitude, Progress!”

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.
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The creative aspects of Product Design is a particular discipline to which I am attracted to. I
am hoping to enhance and apply my practical skills through a design-based programme of study.  I
am hoping this will incorporate skills gained during my Design & Technology GCSE course.  My
manufacturing and design skills enabled me to construct a fully operational electric guitar.  Through
such endeavours I have subsequently become engrossed in the more graphical elements of design and
this has been evident in the time spent in the Graphics Department within the School. 

Outside my ‘A’ level studies I have been working towards a portfolio of artwork, which displays
a leaning towards product-based material. After research into the possibilities within the design field
in general, I found myself drawn increasingly to the product design sector.  I have supplemented my
interest by reading books on topics such as technical illustration and visual presentation, and have
found the work of Dick Powell and Richard Seymour of particular interest.  In the past two years I
have gained valuable experience of rendering using studio markers, as well as pastel, airbrush and
luma watercolour amongst other graphic media. 

I enjoy listening to a wide variety of music, from jazz to rock and also dance music.  I
supplement my interest in dance music by composition and I also aspire to be a DJ.  I play guitar in
a band with whom I have played various venues in the Manchester area.  Fitness is also a priority of
mine: I make regular visits to the gym which enables me to play Sunday League football. I also gain
pleasure from watching Manchester City Football Club on a regular basis. 

During my time in the Sixth Form I have taken on extra responsibilities in the form of part-
time work.  I work in McDonalds Restaurant and I have gained confidence when working with the
public, always maintaining good customer relations!  Other positions of responsibility include
organising the music section in the School Magazine, and controlling the lighting rig for school plays. 

I feel that the tutorial aid I am receiving, along with my creative flair for the field of design,
would mean I would gain greatly from formulated study.  Exposure to new techniques would serve to
stimulate my progress even further, and would certainly benefit my application as a designer.

EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- PRODUCT DESIGN -

STRENGTHS:
▼ Content of first paragraph is good: it shows achievements in Product Design at a 

school level
▼ Mentioning particular design books gives a good point for discussion at interview (as 

long as they have been read properly!)

WEAKNESSES:
▼ The first sentence of a statement often makes more impact on the reader than any 

other: make sure it’s grammatically correct!
▼ The work experience is not relevant in this case
▼ Too many irrelevant points: this could be cut to half the length without losing anything 

of importance
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES INCLUDING

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE

This section includes advice from the following tutors:

Dr. Robert Allan, School of Chemical and Biological Sciences, University of Huddersfield
Dr. Ken Backen, Department of Biological Sciences, Manchester Metropolitan University
Dr. C. Bray, School of Biological Sciences, University of Manchester

There is a wide range of Biological Sciences degrees available, from the  general courses to
more  specialised ones such as Biochemistry and Ecology. Biomedical Sciences are included
here but not Medicine because, although many of the areas studied are similar to those
studied in Medicine, Biomedical degrees do not lead to medical qualifications.

HOW DO BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES TUTORS USE THE PERSONAL
STATEMENT?
The main decision-making tools used by the tutor will be your predicted grades and the
confidential reference.  Many tutors in this area use the Personal Statement as evidence of a
rounded personality.

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT MY STATEMENT?
Best of all would be very neat, fairly large handwriting. Remember that the application form
is reduced when it is copied for the tutors.  Word-processing would also be fine: but legibility
and care are all-important!

HOW SHOULD I STRUCTURE IT?
You need to combine personality with clarity of thought, so make it a piece of continuous
writing that flows well.  However, scientists tend to have a marked dislike of anything
“vague”.  One hundred words that convey your personality are better than lots of “padding”.

WHAT INFORMATION SHOULD I INCLUDE?
Concentrate on projecting your personality in a positive light.  Explain clearly why you want
to do the course, but limit this to a few sentences.  Work experience is not vital but mention it
briefly if it has improved skills of communications or teamwork.  For Biomedical Sciences
make sure you demonstrate that you want to do this subject for its own sake and not as a
“reserve option” in case you can’t get into Medicine.

FURTHER ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES:
Give a rounded picture of yourself to “break the ice” at an interview

What do Biological Sciences tutors think about skills that
are worth mentioning?

“Show that you’re a “team player”

“If you’ve done any relevant study at all, such as night classes, this is well worth
mentioning”

“Discuss your IT skills if there is something that you have done that can
demonstrate these”

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.
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From an early age I have been fascinated by Biology. I enjoy learning about the mechanics and
mechanisms of the body from a molecular level through to the whole functioning of systems.  The
study of physiological topics on the ‘A’ level syllabus, such as nitrogenous excretion and water control
in the kidney, has confirmed my wish to pursue a Biology course at university. 

I currently have several positions of responsibility.  I have the privilege of being a prefect and
also a House Captain for one of the four school Houses.  These roles involve communicating with
both pupils and teachers in the organisation of groups of people and events, where I have to show
leadership qualities and support people within the school taking part in activities.  Being a co-writer
of the school magazine’s music section I am able to combine a strong interest of mine with being
active in school.  

I enjoy two part time jobs - as a waiter in a Chinese restaurant, and as a checkout assistant in
a local supermarket.  In both jobs I use communication skills and handle money.  I feel that with
these positions I have become more mature and have learnt to manage my time more efficiently. 

I am a keen sportsman, being vice-captain of the school rugby second team and also with the
rock-climbing club I regularly visit an indoor centre and outdoor areas.  I enjoy the exercise and team
spirit for rugby and love the feeling of freedom that I get from climbing.  Having been on a school
fell-walking holiday for the past three years I have learnt responsibility for the planning of walks,
safety of others and arranging activities like football games.  This holiday lasts a week and I hope to
go again this summer as well as finding a full-time job to raise money to visit South Africa. 

Recently I have received confirmation of a year out with appointment as Assistant Tutor for a
school near Johannesburg.  This is an amazing opportunity to return to the country where I was
born, before starting university, between September 1999 to August 2000. The position will include
helping with teaching in the junior school during the mornings then assisting with sports in the
afternoons.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Responsibilities and work experience are used to point out skills acquired
▼ If you’re planning a year out, say why, and what you will get from it: this applicant 

has outlined a gap year which sounds interesting and it appears like a ‘real’ option. It
is not speculative (e.g. “I am trying to organise...”)

▼ Good overall structure: a paragraph for each aspect of statement

WEAKNESSES:
▼ The introductory paragraph is very ‘wordy’ and goes into too much subject detail
▼ The statement needs reading and redrafting several times to improve the “flow”
▼ Lots of sentences begin with “I”. There could be more variation to show the applicant    

can write well

EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- BIOLOGY -



ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
BUSINESS AND RELATED COURSES

This section was based on advice from the following tutor:

Dr. Michaela Cottee, Business School, University of Hertfordshire

Business can be taken as a degree in its own right, though there are many degree
programmes which combine Business with another subject: which could be anything from
Chemistry to Modern Languages.  Obviously, taking a course in Business implies that the
applicant is thinking about the “world of work” after University, though this is not a narrow
vocational course.  You need to make it perfectly clear that you want to study this type of
course because you find it interesting for its own sake, and not only because you think it will
make you more employable.

WHAT SORTS OF THINGS ARE BUSINESS TUTORS LOOKING FOR?
The “Key Skills” which often get mentioned in schools are important here.  In other words,
you need to have good communications skills, to be numerate and to have familiarity with IT
in various contexts. In addition, if you can demonstrate that you have good interpersonal
skills and you can organise information well, this is to your advantage.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
As these courses are work-related, it would be useful to mention any work experience you
have had in a “business” setting.  Any kind of work which involves the skills mentioned
above is also worth discussing.  

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE?
You need to take a good paragraph to explain why you have chosen this path. Remember
what was said above about showing that you’ve got the “right” motives.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.
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COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN BUSINESS

“Relevant work experience...speaks for itself, but any work experience from which
the student has benefited is worth mentioning.”

Responses to a question about Key Skills:
“Numeracy and Communication skills are essential.”

“Evidence of group work / team working is invaluable, as is relevant work
experience .”

“IT skills are important.”



I have always been fascinated with the concept of business and have chosen a degree that will enable me
to combine theory with practice.  I feel I am particularly suited to a degree in Business and Marketing because
of my flair for the subject and a keen interest in furthering my knowledge.

The need to combine study with part-time employment has made it necessary for me to organise my
time efficiently as well as giving me opportunities to work as part of a team.  Dealing with customers has
enhanced my interpersonal skills, such as talking to different people in a variety of situations.  In addition to
my part-time job I have also gained valuable skills through my voluntary work at a local primary school,
where I assisted staff with classroom reading.  I found the work to be an enjoyable and challenging experience
that gave me the chance to develop a deeper sense of responsibility.

For the past two years I have taken part in the Youth Award Scheme to develop a range of key skills
such as improving my own learning and performance, communication and working with others.  I found this
course to be very stimulating and practical and believe I have gained much of value for my life at university.
I also  took an active role in the school’s Young Enterprise programme and this enabled me to demonstrate my
knowledge and skills in a competitive commercial environment.

Travelling to America, Canada, India and Sri Lanka has given me an opportunity to understand other
cultures and lifestyles.  Furthermore I have a great interest in astrology and enjoy reading adventure and
horror novels.  I am also keen on team sports such as netball, basketball and hockey.  I take great pleasure in
meeting new people and socialising with friends.

I look forward to building on my existing understanding and hope to further my knowledge of business.
I have gained a significant amount of expertise which has prepared me for higher education and my chosen
degree in Business Marketing will hopefully widen my perspectives.  I believe that I have the necessary
determination and aptitude to succeed at university and feel very positive about my chosen degree.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Voluntary school work is always worth mentioning: the word “responsibility” is a 

good choice in this context
▼ Youth Award Scheme, like the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award and other schemes, shows 

other sides to your character

WEAKNESSES:
▼ Applicant’s justification for course suitability in the first paragraph is too vague 

and poorly expressed 
▼ As this is a Business degree, it might have been useful for the applicant to say a little 

more about their place of work
▼ The Young Enterprise Scheme is very relevant for this application. It could have been 

expanded upon more
▼ Most of the penultimate paragraph is irrelevant - some aspects (e.g. socialising) could 

have been cut 
▼ Key words such as “practical”, “responsible”, “expertise” and “aptitude” need to be 

justified with concrete examples or an explanation
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- BUSINESS AND MARKETING -



ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Dr. John Ferguson, Department of Computer Science, University of Strathclyde
Dr. John Mariani, Department of Computer Science, University of Lancaster

Degree courses in this area can have a number of different titles: Computer Science is
perhaps the most common, but Computer Studies, Information Systems and Information
Technology are all used as well, and there are several others. The ethos and emphasis will
vary between different courses, therefore Admissions Tutors’ demands will be somewhat
different.  For example, some courses will demand ‘A’ level Mathematics, but this is by no
means always the case. You need to check the course content and requirements very
carefully!  This has become a more and more popular area of study as the profile of
Information (& Communication) Technology has increased. Because of this, many courses in
this field are highly competitive. Tutors will be keen to make sure your interest in this area is
genuine.

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
It would be good to present this as a fairly brief but well-structured piece of prose writing.
Tutors would like to see that you are a “well-balanced” human being, not just someone who
lives and breathes computers!  Convey your skills of communication: this is valued just as
highly as logical thinking.  

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
Yes, if it’s relevant.  Most applicants will have had contact with IT in some way: many jobs
give the opportunity to use computers.  If you can comment intelligently on your own use of
IT and how it fits in to a larger scheme of things, so much the better.  Remember, though,
that other skills are valuable as well.  Most real IT professionals work in teams, so evidence
of good group working skills is useful.

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE?
It definitely needs commenting on, if only to show that you have thought about it in some
depth. You need to have some more substantial reason than “I like using computers”!  Make
this a good paragraph.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN 
COMPUTER SCIENCE
“The things I look at most are the predicted grades and the confidential reference.
The personal statement can sometimes offset negative impressions given by these.”

One tutor’s response to the question, “What information on a
student’s Personal Statement do you find particularly useful?”
was:
“If they have work experience, and ... their general outlook towards the topic area,
what they’re trying to achieve.  What their goals are and whether they seem realistic,
and whether they seem really motivated towards this area.” 

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.
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I would like to continue to study Mathematics but would also like to develop my interest in computing.
I am especially interested in artificial intelligence and intelligent systems as they incorporate aspects of
psychology, linguistics and philosophy.  My career aspirations are to develop new systems for computers in the
field of communication, travel or entertainment.  I have some knowledge of computers having surfed the
Internet and used packages such as Lotus, Microsoft and VAMP, the network used by medical practices.

I enjoy travelling, having visited India and various European countries, the most recent destination
being Italy.  I have taken part in the German exchange twice and hope to spend a year abroad as part of my
degree.

Being the founder and Chief Executive of the alternative school magazine, which now attracts a
readership of over 150, and Assistant Personnel Director of the Young Enterprise scheme has developed my
motivation and organisational skills.  Producing the magazine also enabled me to use office equipment and to
use Microsoft Publisher.  Outside school, I have undertaken voluntary work for two months in a hospital
geriatric ward and at an Infants’ School for a year, where I helped children with mathematics and reading.
This has developed my communication skills with people of all ages.

I like to be involved in raising money for charity.  Having participated in fund-raising events for
Comic Relief, I have found myself skipping, singing and enduring a very short haircut, all in the name of
charity.

My creative interests include playing musical instruments such as the guitar and keyboard and writing
original songs.  I have taken part in a school play, and more recently, written, directed and had a role in an
Indian comedy play performed at a medical reunion at a large hotel in Manchester.  I also enjoy reading,
especially cultural and contemporary fiction and technical magazines, watching films and playing basketball
and football in my spare time.

EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- COMPUTER SCIENCE -

STRENGTHS:
▼ Gives the impression of being an all-round personality
▼ Good to mention that voluntary school work was done for a whole year: it reflects 

genuine commitment. If you aren’t specific about times, it could be assumed that you 
did voluntary work for a couple of weeks just so you could use it as C.V. filler!

▼ Statement shows some research about the subject and specifically mentions the names
of two specialist fields 

WEAKNESSES:
▼ Motivation to do this course is not put across convincingly
▼ Computer use mentioned, but it’s vague: Microsoft and Lotus are companies, not 

packages: which packages were used?
▼ Very general pursuits such as reading and playing football casually are not much help

to an admissions tutor
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
ECONOMICS, POLITICS AND RELATED

COURSES

This section was based on advice from the following tutor:

Ms. Louise Burton, Admissions Officer for Government Courses, 
London School of Economics

These courses fall into the category known as Social Sciences.  As such, they have much in
common with other degrees within this area. The Personal Statement seems to be given a
relatively high priority by many admissions tutors within the broad area of Social Sciences.
You should show that you are able to reflect on your studies and other experiences and, based
on this, produce a piece of writing of a high standard.  

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
A piece of prose of good length is best. Tutors within Social Sciences and Humanities appear to
value the statement as an opportunity to examine the quality of your written English. As
mentioned above, the ideal statement would contain a good deal of discussion and reflection,
related to your studies and to the wider world. Given the nature of Social Sciences, if you can
include your own experiences in this reflection in an intelligent way, so much the better.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
It is not vital as these courses are not vocational.  However, any work that has an aspect which
is relevant to your discussion, or which demonstrates useful skills, should be mentioned.

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE?
This is important, particularly if you have not studied the subject or subjects before.  For
instance, if you are applying for Politics, you probably won’t have followed a subject of that
name at school, though you might well have done subjects such as Economics or Sociology:
aspects from either of these subjects might have touched on politics. Show that you have
undertaken your research well, that you understand the course and its demands, and that you
will benefit from it.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN ECONOMICS,
POLITICS AND RELATED SUBJECTS

“The scope and breadth of their intellectual interests should be indicated,
particularly if new, wider subjects are concerned in the choices.”

Areas that tutors found particularly useful:
“Reasons why the applicant has chosen the course applied for, and indications that
the applicant understands the scope and demands of the course.”

“Comments which indicate that the student is grasping some of the methodical
problems involved in any study [and] has an understanding of how the study will
be developed in advanced courses.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- POLITICS, PHILOSOPHY & ECONOMICS -

“If we can keep our heads the long-awaited economic miracle is in our grasp.” Dennis Healey, July 1976

“What I have always said is that no government can produce an economic miracle.” Dennis Healey,
December 1976

In the past year, both Economics and politics have inspired me and fuelled my interest.  I believe the
two go hand in hand, as illustrated in the above quotations.  My Economics A-level course has been
challenging and engaging and I believe my keen interest in debating and systematic analysis will provide me
with the appropriate skills to enjoy the study of both Politics and Philosophy. I hope that university will afford
me an opportunity of acquiring a deep understanding of all three subjects and enable me to develop skills and
flexibility for the future. My other A-level subjects of History and Geography have enabled me to develop
analytical skills as well as my ability to present a well-reasoned argument.

Within school I recently embarked on the Duke of Edinburgh Silver Award Scheme, enabling me to
develop new skills and friendships and promoting both teamwork and independence.  Other extra-curricular
activities in School include drama which provides me with a great deal of enjoyment and satisfaction as well
as supplying me with a wealth of experience on public speaking.  At the end of Lower Sixth, I was fortunate
enough to be appointed a School Prefect.

Travel is extremely important to me and I hope to increase my experience of the world during a gap
year in the Far East, developing my independence and allowing me to obtain further knowledge of our world’s
people and cultures before continuing my education.  It promises to be an unmissable adventure.  My other
hobbies include the saxophone and especially playing and listening to Jazz and Blues.  I also regularly support
Stockport County Football Club and I have gained an Open Water PADI Diver qualification.  My final
great passion is reading, both of fictional and reference books and my favourite authors include Frederick
Forsyth and Tom Sharpe.  I have aspirations to be a novelist myself in the future.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Good quotes to start: states something about the nature of the subject
▼ “Keen interest in debating and analysis” is useful, but we should have more detail on 

this
▼ Duke of Edinburgh Award is useful to illustrate team skills
▼ Detailed first paragraph explains reasons for choice of course

WEAKNESS:
▼ The statement reads too much like a “list”. There could have been a greater degree of

reflection about personal experiences and how these relate to the subject area
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
EDUCATION

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Mr. John Archer, Design and Technology Education, Nottingham Trent University
Dr. William Large, Religious Education, College of St. Mark & St. John
Mr. D.C. Williamson, Primary Education, Nottingham Trent University

This section covers first degrees which include education studies and teaching practice, and
lead to Qualified Teacher Status (QTS).  Some Education departments offer other first degrees
which don’t lead to QTS, such as Educational Research.  These are different in nature and we
are not covering them here.  Be aware, too, that there is another common route into teaching -
this is to do a non-Education first degree and then to study for the Postgraduate Certificate in
Education (PGCE).  The education element in this route is not part of your first degree, so we do
not cover it.

WHAT SHOULD I BEAR IN MIND ABOUT FIRST DEGREES IN EDUCATION
WHICH LEAD TO QTS?
Education is a unique area for a first degree.  Not only will you be learning about subject
areas, but you will also be finding out about communicating your knowledge with other people,
learning about educational ideas, and going on teaching practice.  Although many courses,
especially in certain Secondary Education subject areas, are not heavily subscribed at the
moment, this does not mean that you should neglect the Personal Statement.  On the contrary,
tutors in this area will be looking for commitment and they will want to know as much as they
can about your personality.  You should therefore take care over your Personal Statement.

HOW SHOULD I STRUCTURE MY PERSONAL STATEMENT?
The “shape” of the statement is not critical, but an impression of care and attention to detail is
absolutely vital.  Make sure it is legible, and take plenty of time over it.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
If you have any relevant experience, you should mention it.  This could include helping younger
children with reading, organising camps or activities, or any other work with children.  Quite a
high proportion of applicants are “mature”, i.e. not coming straight from school.  If this applies
to you, it is always worthwhile talking about the nature of the work you have done and the
relevant skills you gained.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN EDUCATION

“What they have written is...a discussion point.  The better ones give an insight
into their background, into why they want to teach, the sort of things they’re
interested in outside school life.”

“Breadth of school experience is important.”

When asked what was particularly important, these tutor
replies stood out:

“The wish to be involved in the education system!”

“School-based and other work with children.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- PRIMARY EDUCATION -

I firmly believe there is no role in society more crucial than that which shapes children’s lives and
prepares them for adulthood.  I have had a longstanding interest in education and my A-levels have laid good
foundations for the degree I wish to study.  My knowledge of the principles of Physics has been enhanced by
studying this at A-level, whilst Maths has improved my ability to use logical thinking.  Geography field
excursions have given me experience in working as part of a team.

At School I have always been keen to assist at events such as Parents’ Evenings which have helped me
with both organisation and communication skills.  Throughout my time at school I have taken advantage of
the various educational and sporting opportunities.  I am a member of the school choir and have taken various
roles in school productions, as well as working in all aspects of stage, including choreography, operating lighting
and designing scenery.  I have found the added commitment of being a Prefect extremely rewarding.

Having been a member of a Youth Theatre Company for eight years I have been able to perform in an
annual musical.  I have also organised a drama summer school for primary school children.  I have learnt the
importance of motivation and self-determination.  I am looking forward to acting at the Palace Theatre in
February to raise money for a local Hospice.

My dedication to a variety of dancing since the age of six has enabled me to become a Ballet, Tap and
Modern dancing teacher.  At present I am teaching fourteen children aged four to seven years old.  The ability
to understand the children I teach has been enriched by spending a month every year for six years working
voluntarily in a class of my local infant school.  This year I chose to branch out from mainstream schools and
help at a Special School once a week.  Working full time at a legal expenses company during the summer has
improved my IT skills whilst introducing me to a professional environment. 

In conclusion, I firmly believe that this course is right for me, as I have had valuable experience
working closely with children and my broad educational and recreational background has prepared me for all
aspects of both the course and university life as a whole.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Has pointed out extensive work with children, both in primary school and as a dance 

teacher
▼ Skills in communications, use of number and IT are stressed on teacher-training 

courses and in the teaching profession. The IT skills gained at work have been 
pointed out explicitly

WEAKNESSES:
▼ The rather general comments about the ‘A’ level subjects are fairly useful, but don’t 

write any more than this unless it’s more specific!
▼ A lot of this statement is about rather school-focused activities: it would be helpful to 

write a little about other activities for balance
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
ENGINEERING

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Dr. D.S. Macdonald, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Imperial College, London
Mr. Henry Green, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Manchester Metropolitan
University

Engineering subjects are vocational: most applicants will be intending to become Chartered
Engineers eventually, though of course some of them may change career paths before they get
to this stage.  There are large numbers of Engineering courses.  They have varied titles, though
generally they fall into one of the established divisions within Engineering - Mechanical, Civil,
Electrical and Chemical being the best-known ones.  Although the content of these courses will
vary, there is a great deal of common ground among them in terms of the Engineering “ethos”
and the skills needed.

WHAT SHOULD I BEAR IN MIND ABOUT ENGINEERING COURSES?
Mathematical ability is vital for all these courses - you will almost always be asked for Maths at
A-level or Higher Grade, or an equivalent.  You will usually be expected to have sciences at this
level as well.

HOW SHOULD I STRUCTURE MY PERSONAL STATEMENT?
Don’t make it too long - waffle is definitely not wanted here!  Given that constraint, structure it
as you see best - the actual “shape” of the statement is not critical, though the content, of
course, is important!

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
If you have work experience in an area related to engineering or science, yes.  Bear in mind
that engineers rate problem-solving and teamwork skills very highly, so anything that
demonstrates this convincingly is useful, too.

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE?
The word that Engineering admissions tutors use is enthusiasm - so spend as long as you need
to convince the tutor that you have real enthusiasm for this course, but don’t pad it out!

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN ENGINEERING

“If the applicant has relevant work experience which she/he has enjoyed, it indicates
real interest in the course.”

“We’re looking for enthusiasm, we’re looking for motivation, we’re looking for interest
in the course.”

“At the interview the statement can often form the starting point for a discussion
about what the student has done and what he/she enjoys.”

“While they’re here, they’ll be working in small groups and larger groups, so it’s very
useful if they’ve got any kind of...experience of working in a group.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- ENGINEERING -

For a long time I have been interested in the underlying principles of the world, which have been
introduced in my studies of mathematics and physics.  Although I would like to study many aspects of
engineering in greater depth, the most stimulating areas to me are information systems and electronic
engineering, because of my long-standing fascination with computing, and lately with electronics.  However,
it is also the diversity of engineering that appeals to me.  This is why a number of my chosen courses involve
some ‘general engineering’ with the freedom to specialise later in the course.

I believe that I am well suited to an engineering course.  Having a logical, mathematical brain, I have
performed well in a number of Invitational Mathematics Challenges.  In addition, I have about 10 years’
experience working with computers and a good grasp of the principles of many programming languages.

Last summer I worked on a four-week bursary project where I built an optically controlled mobile
robot which used a transmitter/receiver of my own design.  During the summer of 1997 I secured a six-week
placement at BAESEMA, an engineering consultancy, where I helped to design a library database to aid
report writing in the office, and then to operate it across a wide area network.

In school, I have held a number of positions of responsibility: I am currently a prefect and the first flute
in the Orchestra, with a distinction at Grade 8.  I organise a group of twelve upper sixth-formers to welcome
and help a form of new students through their first few months at school.  Last year I was involved with the
school’s Young Enterprise company.  Prior to that, I was an organiser of the Computer Club.

Out of school, I am a member of the local tennis club’s U-18 squad, and I sail at a nearby lake.  I am
the editor of an online software magazine known as Independent Software Reviews.  However, my main
pastime is walking: I frequently go walking in the Lake District and in 1997 organised a Youth Hostelling
holiday with four friends.  Last May I was a group leader on the school camping trip.

STRENGTHS:
▼ The enthusiasm for the subject comes across well
▼ This applicant seems to have researched Engineering courses in some depth
▼ Relevant work experience and demonstrable IT skills
▼ Engineering and computing interests are balanced by outdoor pursuits

WEAKNESSES:
▼ The “online magazine” may be as significant as it sounds, or it may be just a glorified

title for Web home page: this may very well be picked up on!
▼ Mathematical ability does not really need stressing so much: it should be apparent 

from previous results and predicted grades
▼ Experience working with computers could be more specific
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
ENGLISH

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Dr. Gail Marshall, Department of English, University of Leeds
Mr. John Mowat, Department of English, University of Lancaster

Your personality will be important to an Admissions Tutor for English, but you need to think
carefully about how you choose to put this over.  It should come as no surprise that the quality
of  written English is important to tutors in this area.  This means that you need to spend time on
your statement in order to make sure it has the right “feel” and that it flows well.

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
For English courses, the Personal Statement should be a piece of well-constructed prose which
shows an ability to adapt your style to suit the circumstances.  The style you should adopt in this
case is one which is suited to personal writing: it should reveal something about the kind of
person you are.  It almost goes without saying that spelling, punctuation and grammar are
most important in applications for this subject.  Do check carefully: careless errors will influence
the Admissions Tutor’s perception!

HOW LONG SHOULD IT BE?
You need to give yourself a chance to demonstrate your ability to write, so it shouldn’t be too
short!  

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
Certainly, if it demonstrates useful skills.  As in many other areas, IT skills are valued quite
highly.  Many applicants will have had jobs which combined IT skills with the creative use of
English - for example, word-processing or desktop publishing experience.  Communication
skills of all kinds are obviously useful to mention.

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE?
In this case, quite a lot!  You need to convince the Admissions Tutor of your motivation.  This
means that you could spend most of your statement discussing why you want to do the course.
You should relate this to your own experiences as well as to your reading.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN ENGLISH

Responses to questions about what they thought was important
in a statement:
“Information on reading and interest in the study of literature.”
“Awareness of interconnection of subjects (studied at school), comments that indicate
ability to be self-reflective about study.”

A response to the question, “Do you value broadly-based skills
such as teamwork and ability to organise information?” was:
“Yes, if they can make that information relevant to their anticipation of study at the
Higher Education level.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE -

My desire to study English stems from love of literature.  I have a large personal collection of quotation
anthologies and enjoy searching for works by particular writers.  A-level has broadened these interests,
introducing me to French and German literature.  I am looking forward to a full range of styles and periods
at degree level, and to exploring language as an enhancement of literary appreciation.  I am fascinated by the
impact of history and social trends on the evolution of English.  Employment as a Saturday Steward at my
local library complements these interests.

I hope to teach and my experience here so far includes instructing Karate, coaching junior basketball at
school and completing the Community Sports Leader Award.  Community service as a pupil teacher in P.E.
has given me deeper insight into teaching.  I am captain of senior basketball, a member of the Senior Hockey
team and the current holder of the Kingsbury High School Senior Mixed Doubles’ Tennis Trophy.  I have
twice been selected to train with the Brent Basketball team for the London Youth Games. 

Currently I am Head Girl and this has developed skills in leadership, delegation, organisation and
communication.  My place on the Senior School Council has also improved my debating.  Recently I took a
leading role in a school music and dance production and prior to that, I co-hosted the school fashion show.  I
sing with the Senior Choir and founded the Folk Group.  I also provide piano accompaniment for the full
school choir.

To support my A-level studies, I have attended seminars in French, German and English, including one
by Germaine Greer, and poetry readings by James Fenton and Blake Morrison.  I was also fortunate enough
to hear a poetry reading by Bernard O’Donoghue in the Royal Festival Hall.  I took a German course in
Braunschweig this summer and spent time in Normandy last year.  As well as these I have completed courses
in Spanish and British Sign Language.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Good, relevant work experience: well worth mentioning
▼ Attendance at seminars and readings is obviously relevant
▼ Position of responsibility within school used to demonstrate  personal skills

WEAKNESSES:
▼ Not much real discussion about literature: individual writers have been mentioned 

only in passing
▼ Statement does not have a very personal “feel”. It comes over as a set of disjointed 

paragraphs: don’t forget the last part of the statement-writing process - redrafting!
▼ While sporting achievements should be mentioned, this part could have been made 

shorter to develop a more personal commentary about motivation in relation to 
experiences

▼ The relevance of the work experience needs to be explicit
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
GEOGRAPHY

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Mrs. Chrissie Tunney, Admissions Officer, Geography, University of Leeds
Mr. Paul McDermott, School of Geography, University College Northampton

Geography is a diverse subject - it has strong links to other fields of study in the sciences, the
social sciences and the humanities.  For this reason, you will find both BA and BSc degrees in
Geography.  Often the same department will offer both.

WHAT ARE THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF GEOGRAPHY THAT I SHOULD
BEAR IN MIND WHILE WRITING MY STATEMENT?
The subject is about the physical and human aspects of the world we live in, and how these
interact with each other, so experience of places and cultures is very useful to mention.

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
Be logical, but remember that from one angle this is a humanities subject - so the quality of
your written English is important.  A piece of coherent prose, well-structured, possibly with
paragraph headings, might be very effective. Admissions Tutors in this area are interested in
broader issues as well as your choice of course so balance the space allocated to reasons for
choice of course, personal detail, skills and experiences.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
Yes!  Even though you probably won’t have had any directly related work experience,
Geography tutors are looking for evidence of skills you have acquired.  ALL the Key Skills of
numeracy, I.T. and communications are relevant for this subject, as are wider issues such as
teamwork.

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE I SHOULD INCLUDE?
In contrast to many subject areas, this is one where travel experiences are definitely of interest
to the tutor, although not essential.  The more observant you have been on your travels, the
better, especially if you can relate this to what you already know about Geography.  I.T. plays
an important part in many courses: mention any I.T. skills you have.  Any environmental
projects you have been involved in are relevant too.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN GEOGRAPHY

“I want to know what extra activities they’ve done outside school, I want to know
what they’ve done in school and achieved, and I want to know the kinds of things
they’ve taken on.  It’s initiative, it’s survival!”

“What you’re looking for is a student who is going to graduate with a good
Geography degree with transferable skills.  The personal statement on the UCAS
form will be clear and concise, if the pupils have had guidance from the school.  The
result would be a coherent report on themselves with appropriate headings, such as:
achievements inside and outside school, outstanding projects, activities, hobbies and
interests.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- GEOGRAPHY -

Geography has always interested me and I will enjoy studying it in greater depth.  In reading
Geography I hope to gain an understanding of processes within the natural world and of their implications to
human society. Having greatly enjoyed my A level subjects, I have developed particular interests in aspects of
Physical Geography, including Climatology and Coastal Geomorphology. I look forward to studying these
topic areas, as well as others in human and economic Geography.

My desire to study Geography has been furthered by attending lectures at the local geological and
astronomical societies. Additionally, television series such as ‘Savage Earth’, and ‘Raging Planet’ have
broadened my knowledge of Physical Geography.  In teaching myself an option within an ‘A’ level Physics
module, I am consulting books including ‘Leaving Eden: To protect and manage the Earth’, ‘The Inaccessible
Earth’, and ‘An Introduction To Global Environmental Issues’. This has allowed me to gain a better
understanding of the earth and atmosphere.  I also found ‘A Brief History Of Time’ to be a very thought-
provoking book.  A subscription to ‘New Scientist’ has increased my awareness of many scientific issues. Of
particular interest have been articles relating to climate change.

I am in a position of responsibility as a senior prefect at school, and this has developed my leadership
and teamwork qualities. I have also been involved in assisting younger pupils who have learning and reading
difficulties. Representing the school at hockey, rounders, and athletics, and participating in the ‘Community
Sports Leader Award’ has enabled me to maintain my sporting interest. Outside school, regular swimming
and badminton help to keep me fit.  I am a member of ‘London Zoo Lifewatch’, and I look forward to
visiting the Zoo’s new conservation centre next year.  This membership, and my attendance at a recent lecture
on conservation, have strengthened my enthusiasm for Geography.

I enjoy the outdoors, and hope that studying Geography will provide me with the opportunity to travel
and experience new cultures and environments. I feel that I have much to contribute to student life, and I
look forward to my time at university.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Involvement with geological and astronomical societies is good to mention
▼ Conservation interests also very useful
▼ Wide sporting interests used to demonstrate personal qualities
▼ Clearly expressed statement in a range of Geographical areas

WEAKNESSES:
▼ Too much on reasons for subject choice
▼ Longer than necessary - some of this statement doesn’t convey anything useful
▼ Rather too many books mentioned by name without going into any informative detail
▼ Certain basic skills not mentioned, such as IT skills and communication: find ways of 

demonstrating these
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
HISTORY

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Dr. Sarah Barber, History Department, Lancaster University
Dr. Angela Brown, Department of International Studies, Nottingham Trent University

History is one of the oldest-established of the Humanities courses.  There are a number of
different types of history course available - some of them are quite general while some
specialise in certain aspects of history.  Many institutions also make history courses available as
part of joint honours programmes, or multidisciplinary programmes such as International
Studies.  The comments below will be applicable if you are hoping to study any subject with a
substantial History component.

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
In common with other Humanities and Social Science courses, tutors in the History area tend to
like a relatively long, well-developed piece of prose. You need to redraft it, probably several
times, so that it “flows” and doesn’t just come across as a set of separate paragraphs.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
Yes, if you can use this to demonstrate that you have acquired relevant skills.  Skills which are
particularly useful for History courses include your ability to communicate, skills of analysis and
research, teamwork and organising information.

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE?
This should be fairly substantial - at the very least, one good paragraph about this. This part of
your statement should link in to your own academic interests and to your personal experience
of learning so far. You need to have spent some time reflecting on the courses you are taking.
You should also have done some research on History courses so that you are aware of the
demands of the course and of the teaching methods.

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE I SHOULD BEAR IN MIND?
You need to balance the academic and self-reflective parts mentioned above with some
comments on your activities outside education. Try to make these relevant and to integrate them
into the flow of the statement.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN HISTORY

“Part of what we’re building into the degree programme is self-reflection by the
student about the processes of learning that they are going through.  We want to see
that at ‘A’ level as well.”

“I think they need to make it very clear that it’s not just that they’ve got an interest in
the past - how do I know this?”

What History tutors thought was particularly important:
“A sense that this is an intelligent person who...would get something out of university
level teaching.”

“An awareness of the skills that they have is important.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- HISTORY -

As Virgil says, “Happy is he who is able to learn the causes of all things.”

Studying a science as well as History and Classical Civilisation at A-Level has enabled me to explore a
diverse range of areas while reinforcing that my one true passion is History.  History has always been more
than an academic subject to me which is why I read extensively, subscribe to “History Review” and am a
member of “Timewatch” at School.  I have enjoyed studying Russian History which I hope to continue at
university.  I also hope to broaden my studies which the range of options available will allow me to do. 

My study of History at A-Level has enabled me to develop my analytical skills.  I am an avid reader
and this has helped to develop my research ability.  My enthusiasm for the subject has resulted in me winning
the School History prize.  These attributes will, I hope, allow me to benefit from studying a History degree.

Although it is difficult to find work experience directly related to History, I feel my work experience at a
strategic marketing company in London was very worthwhile. As well as being a challenging and enjoyable
experience it opened my eyes to the wide spectrum of options open to historians.  It also served to give me an
idea of the sort of career I may be interested in.

Playing in various sports teams as well as captaining the netball team for two years has taught me the
importance of organisation, self-reliance and motivating others.  It has also enabled me to represent my town
at the Manchester Youth Games for two years.  I would relish the chance to continue playing at university
and I would also be keen to continue playing Ladies’ rugby.  My work with the homeless at the soup kitchens
in Stockport, as well as being rewarding, provided me with the opportunity to meet people and learn the
valuable skills of commitment and adaptability.  Hopefully these attributes have been enhanced by my
completion of the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Award.  I feel these skills are also appropriate to studying for a
History degree.

STRENGTHS:
▼ A keen interest in the subject comes across clearly throughout
▼ Good work experience with positive outcomes
▼ Charity work shows commitment: another positive aspect of personality
▼ Varied sports experience, the skills gained here are pointed out
▼ Particular historical interest pointed out though more could be made of this?

WEAKNESSES:
▼ The opening sentence is so ‘highbrow’ that it might be regarded as a bit pretentious
▼ The work experience is not used to demonstrate skills, which it almost certainly did 

help this student to acquire
▼ Not enough detail on the school History prize, despite the award being clearly relevant
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS 
FOR LAW

This section includes advice from the following tutors:

Ms. Diane Hughes, School of Law, Manchester Metropolitan University
Ms. Aileen McColgan, Department of Law, King’s College London

This section deals with LLB degrees. This is the specialist law degree which is the first step to
becoming a lawyer.  The LLB degree is academically demanding, and many of the courses are
very heavily subscribed. These facts, and the vocational nature of the course, mean that there
are certain things that you should bear in mind when applying for the course. 

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
Write a relatively long and well-structured piece of continuous prose. Your proficiency in the
use of the English language is important on the course itself.  While Admissions Tutors would
not use the Personal Statement as a formal check on this, your use of language is one of the
things that form an impression of you in the tutor’s mind. Good presentation is of paramount
importance: you need to give an impression of carefulness and attention to detail.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
If you have had work experience in a firm of lawyers, or something closely connected with the
law, this is an obvious point of interest. However, don’t feel at a disadvantage if you haven’t
done this, as such work placements are not always easy to come by. If you have any other
experience which really does demonstrate relevant skills, mention it.  Very mundane work
placements are unlikely to be of interest to tutors in this area. 

WHAT WOULD TUTORS BE LOOKING FOR IN PARTICULAR?
Good academic ability comes high on the list for many Law Admissions Tutors, though this will
usually be evident from your previous exam results and your predicted grades.  The Personal
Statement and the Confidential Reference, however, are what tells the tutor about your personal
qualities. Tutors will be looking for qualities over and above the usual “rounded character”.
They want to know whether you have integrity, strength of character, whether you pay attention
to detail. Be sure to be able to demonstrate these qualities through things you have done. Law
tutors may be more than usually attentive to inconsistencies between your Personal Statement
and the reference, so don’t make claims you can’t substantiate!

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

FURTHER ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN LAW:

“Law-related work experience can indicate interest, but we don’t penalise those
without, as personal contacts assist such placements.”

“General qualities are more important than specific things like work experience.”

“The Personal Statement is used to examine attention to detail, for instance checking
for any inconsistency between information provided by the applicant and the
reference.” 

“How long applicants say they have wanted to be a lawyer is important.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- LAW -

GUILTY!!! I confess!!!  I want to study Law!!!

From an early age I was attracted to law as it is such an important aspect of Society and more recently
the evolution of the laws has interested me.  I have taken part in exchanges, travelled internationally and this
together with a Belgian mother has given me a cosmopolitan outlook and fuelled my interest in European
laws.  Following my GCSEs in which I gained the Latin prize I chose a mixed combination of ‘A’ levels.  By
studying Mathematics and Chemistry I have acquired the scientist’s respect for logic, reason and critical
analysis and from the study of German I have developed a greater sense of linguistic awareness and enhanced
my oral expression and writing skills.

Spending two weeks at one of the region’s largest firms of solicitors gave me an insight into property,
litigation, criminal and company law.  This was followed by a week’s mini-pupillage at a barristers’ chambers.
During this week I attended the courts which dealt with small criminal matters.  Having spent three weeks at
Reuters before this, the work experience I gained confirmed that I wished to study Law at degree level.
Reuters showed me the importance of the law in international business and I eventually hope to pursue a
career in company law.

At School I am involved in Model United Nations and I have helped organise, re-establish and
promote the School’s debating society.  I have debated in front of 4000 delegates at a conference in The Hague
and this improved my debating and language skills and strengthened my knowledge of current affairs as well
as developing my self-confidence.  In addition to my interest in debating I am computer literate and I enjoy
journalism, albeit on a small scale, as I write for the Sixth form magazine.

Swimming is my main sport for which I have received the Bronze Medallion in Life Saving. I also play
netball for the School and have joined in hockey and tennis where I class myself as a willing and enthusiastic
player.

In my final year at school I have been appointed a Prefect and selected as a member of the Christmas
Ball Committee and the Year Book Committee.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Good short summary of reasons for studying Law
▼ Good indication about why this unusual ‘A’ level combination was studied - and this is

used to demonstrate relevant skills
▼ Two relevant work experiences: which the applicant has commented positively upon
▼ Debating experience is relevant for Law courses

WEAKNESS:
▼ The first line could be seen as too “gimmicky” by some tutors. Certainly, the rest of the

application needs to be very strong as the Admissions Tutor is likely to want to know 
the applicant is serious. There is very little else which is negative: this is a very strong 
statement, well written, with several relevant points but no “padding”
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
MATHEMATICS

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Dr. Derek Holt, Mathematics Department, University of Warwick
Dr. John Baylis, Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Operational
Research, Nottingham Trent University

Mathematics courses are academically demanding. They are not vocational, although
mathematical skills are useful in a very wide range of occupations.  Mathematics graduates are
among the most employable of all graduates, particularly in key areas. Admissions procedures
vary: Maths courses which are in heavy demand might have a more formal selection process
than those at other institutions: though of course, degrees with lower offers than others might be
just as good!

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
Yes. If you can point out any mathematical content or connection, so much the better, but
remember that work experience helps to demonstrate more general skills.

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE?
This is quite important, but particularly so for those few universities which demand
exceptionally high grades to study maths. You should convince the Admissions Tutor that you
have genuine enthusiasm for Mathematics itself, and you have not just applied for it because
you’ve been studying it and it offers good job prospects. If you are applying for a highly
competitive Maths course you might be well advised to devote as much as 50% of the form to
your reasons for choosing this subject.

WHAT ELSE SHOULD I INCLUDE?
You should mention the aspects of Maths in which you are particularly interested.  Don’t make
this too pedestrian: you will be studying Maths at the moment, but the content of ‘A’ level or
Higher syllabuses are not of much interest unless you’ve done some reading around the subject
and you have some idea of where they will lead, during the degree and after.

WHAT ABOUT MY INTERESTS AND SKILLS?
These should form a part of all UCAS applications. If your form makes it seem that your only
interest is in mathematics, you will appear to be a very one-dimensional character!

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSION TUTORS IN MATHEMATICS

Responses by Admissions Tutors to questions about what they
thought was particularly important in a Personal Statement:
“Attitudes to and interest in Mathematics.”
“Ability to work and solve problems independently.”
“Something to talk about at an interview - if the student has done some research into
careers, and says what she/he learnt from the work experience.”
Response to a question about what sort of comments to include
on ‘A’ level/Higher courses:
“Exceptional interest in some aspect of the course.”
“How easy or difficult they are finding it.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- MATHEMATICS -

Studying for five A-Levels means I have to be an efficient and hard worker, showing that I am able to
prioritise and manage my time efficiently to get everything done. I enjoy and take pride in my work,
particularly mathematics, and find learning and applying the logical methods taught very stimulating. I have
enjoyed taking part in the UK Mathematical Challenge, obtaining a gold certificate every year of entry, and
being invited to take part in the next round of the challenge on three occasions. With an average of over 96%
in my six maths modules so far, I believe I am capable of doing well. 

On top of my A-Levels I also work for Iceland Frozen Foods Plc. This has brought me into contact with
a wider range of people, and I have learnt a lot of skills, both in the work place and socially with my
colleagues. Having enjoyed two weeks work experience with the National Westminster Bank, I have become
more interested in the mathematics behind business. 

Over the past school year I have taken part in the Young Enterprise scheme, where I was the Personnel
Director, and joined the Lasers club where several projects are underway. More recently I have been accepted
for a Model United Nations conference in Manchester, in order to try another new experience and learn more
about Human Rights. 

Outside school I am involved in an online reviewing magazine called ISR, Independent Software
Reviews, for which I review PC software and games. This has prompted me to learn some basic HTML for
the web publishing aspect of this magazine and for the construction of the school website. 

I like sport both in and out of school and I am a member of a local tennis club. I also enjoy cycling and
football. I regularly help out with school open evenings and mornings, parents’ evenings, and other functions.
Last year I was appointed a lower sixth monitor giving me a greater responsibility within school. I am now a
prefect and also part of the “First Form Friends” scheme to help first year pupils settle into the school.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Demonstrates mathematical and general ability at the beginning
▼ Quite a good range of other activities
▼ Well structured, good length
▼ “First Form Friends” is a positive statement with which to end

WEAKNESSES:
▼ What skills, exactly, were learned from work experience? - too vague!
▼ Motivation for chosen course is not made clear.  No evidence of having researched 

the course.
▼ What is the “Lasers Club”?  It sounds interesting, but it’s skipped over quickly
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR 
MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Professor P. J. Lamey, Queen’s University Dental School, Belfast
Dr. M.Y. Morgan, Royal Free & University College Medical School, London
Ms. Fiona Sutherland, St. Bart’s & Royal London Medical School

Medicine and Dentistry courses are unique. They are academically demanding, they are
vocational and they are heavily oversubscribed. These features have several implications for
UCAS applicants.  Firstly, the grades demanded are high. Candidates are usually shortlisted for
interview on the basis of their UCAS form. The Personal Statement plays a significant part in
this selection process. There are certain important points to remember about statements for
these subject areas.

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE?
You need to convince the tutor that you are motivated and that you understand the demanding
nature of the training, and of your chosen profession. There should be a substantial amount
about this. It should link in with your comments about your skills and your work experience.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
Relevant work experience is much more important for these degrees than for most. You must
explain clearly what you got from your work experience. Mention the insights it gave you into
the medical world and its demands. Remember to mention the skills that work experience has
given you. 

WHAT ABOUT MY SKILLS AND PERSONAL QUALITIES?
Doctors and dentists work with people: colleagues as well as patients, so anything that
demonstrates good teamwork is worth putting down. This could include school teams, and
Duke of Edinburgh or similar awards as well as work experience. Communication skills are
also of importance.

HOW LONG SHOULD IT BE?
As you need to say quite a lot about work experience, skills and motivation, it should not be
too short. You will probably find that your statement will end up closer to 400 words than to
200, though of course it should be no longer than it needs to be to get these points across.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN MEDICINE AND
DENTISTRY

“We wish to see evidence of motivation to a medical/dental career and also of work
experience.”

“We would expect some evidence of work experience or ... unlikely to be called for
interview.”

“Evidence of good communication skills is useful...any evidence of teamwork is
useful.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- MEDICINE -

I have always had a keen interest in science, especially human biology and chemistry, and at the age of
14 decided to become a doctor. After attending the ‘Medlink’ course at Nottingham University at the
beginning of the lower sixth I became serious about a career in Medicine. Since ‘Medlink’ I have:

• gained work experience at my local hospital, Stepping Hill, (Stockport Acute NHS Trust) in various
departments including Accident and Emergency, Paediatrics, Pathology, and Orthopaedics.

• spent a day at a General Practice in a deprived area of Manchester where a clinic was being 
conducted by the community drugs team. This sparked my interest in the subject of drug care and 
the control of the spread of Hepatitis B & C, HIV and other diseases spread by blood contact.

• attended a seminar in Manchester given by the M.R.C. addressing the technological advances and 
ethical dilemmas concerning animal to human transplantation.

I have an interest in computers and the Internet. I spent two weeks with a web publishing company
where I learnt HTML programming. This has led to an interest in developments in ‘Telemedicine’. For the
past two years I have participated in various fundraising events in aid of the ‘Rainbow Trust”, which cares for
terminally ill children. These include helping out at several charity balls.

I was pleased to be made a prefect and am enjoying the responsibilities that come with the position. As
marketing director in the school’s Young Enterprise team I learned teamwork skills and gained my first
experience of leadership. I play saxophone in the school Big Band and last year I acted in the autumn term
drama production ‘Something Dramatic’. I am also in a group that writes and produces the sixth form
magazine, ‘Spin’.  My main music interest outside school is jazz. As a member of the Stockport Big Band
‘Stagesound’, I have played in local concerts including backing a production at the Palace Theatre,
Manchester. I am also in a band which I founded with some friends. Sporting interests include tennis and
sailing. I have enjoyed sailing holidays both in England and abroad and I have gained RYA dinghy sailing
certificates up to level 3. Reading interests include modern classics and science fiction books.

STRENGTHS:
▼ The Medlink course is used effectively to support the motivation to study medicine
▼ Varied, relevant work experience
▼ A good selection of other interests and relevant charity work

WEAKNESSES:
▼ It could be made shorter by cutting out the more pedestrian interests and activities
▼ Lists lots of medical-related activities but does not state why being a doctor is so 

appealing (after all there are long hours, long training)
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
MODERN LANGUAGES

This section was based on advice from the following tutor:

Mr. Richard Nice, Department of Linguistic and International Studies, 
University of Surrey

Modern Languages can be studied in several ways - you could, for example, study two
languages jointly or choose one on its own. It is also very common these days for languages
to be offered in combination with business-related subjects. Some courses are not heavily
subscribed: so while your Personal Statement might not be as vital for this subject area as
for others, there are certain areas that Languages Admissions Tutors would like to know
about you.

HOW SHOULD I STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
Not surprisingly, language skills are highly valued in courses of this type - so you should
take care that you can put together a well-constructed piece of written English. It should,
therefore, be a continuous piece of writing which “flows” well, and has a logical paragraph
structure.

HOW LONG SHOULD IT BE?
Bearing in mind the paragraph above, the Personal Statement should not be too short:
though you don’t have to fill the space up with trivia!

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE AND FOREIGN TRAVEL?
Work experience is of interest, especially if you can show that it developed your
communication skills.  Travel in the ordinary sense is too commonplace to be very useful: but
if you have spent any length of time living in another country and speaking another
language, this is a useful indicator of your aptitude and your motivation regarding language
study.

WHAT OTHER EXPERIENCES AND SKILLS SHOULD I MENTION?
As always, any worthwhile activity to which you have devoted a lot of time gives an insight
into your character. Activities illustrating your communications skills are especially helpful:
languages are means of communication, after all!

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN MODERN
LANGUAGES:

“I look for evidence of real interest and commitment.”

Responses to questions about what is particularly valued:

“Anything out of the ordinary gives something to talk about.”

“A positive attitude to other cultures and a readiness to learn.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- GERMAN AND ITALIAN -

My fascination in languages began at the age of five, when I overheard my Father speaking to his
German business colleagues, on the telephone. From then on, I have always had an ambition to become fluent
in another language.

I feel that learning French and German for seven years has provided me with an excellent foundation
to build on.  Continuing German will broaden my communication skills, and give me the chance to pursue a
career in Europe, during my year abroad.  My A-Level in Business Studies gave me an in-depth knowledge of
various business areas, which can only increase my career opportunities.

Participating in two German Exchanges, in the North and South has allowed me to experience
German life, culture and discover variations within Germany.

Academically, I was awarded the Headmaster’s Commendation at the age of 14, for my dedication and
efforts. Last year I became Deputy Secretary of a Young Enterprise company.  I enrolled in a computer course
which gave me the ability to word process and use computers more efficiently.

I am involved in several extra-curricular activities, which I hope to continue at university. I have been
a dedicated and enthusiastic member of the Hockey squad and was appointed Hockey Captain of the 2nd XI
Hockey Team, which is allowing me to develop my personnel and organisational skills.  I am a keen player for
the school tennis team.  My sporting success has extended outside of School by becoming a member of the
County Junior Squash Team.

My leadership skills were developed after I assisted in taking a Junior School class to the Lake District
last year.  Being appointed as a Prefect allowed me to communicate and assist with different age groups.

I am looking forward to furthering my language skills, and exploring different cultures during my year
abroad.  I am confident that the course that I have chosen will fulfil all of my expectations.

STRENGTHS:
▼ Starts with a short summary of what prompted initial interest
▼ This links in well to ‘A’ level language study and exchange visits
▼ Sporting activities are strong and imply dedication
▼ Helping with children’s activities is a useful thing to mention: it says a lot about your 

character and demonstrates teamwork skills

WEAKNESSES:
▼ There is a slight mistake in the first sentence: “fascination in” should be “fascination 

with”. This will be picked up by a Languages tutor!
▼ There are several other spelling and grammar mistakes - be careful!
▼ The statement is ‘over-paragraphed’ and does not ‘flow’



ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Dr. R.G. Harris, Department of Physics, University of Birmingham
Dr. J.K. Jones, Department of Physics, University of Leeds
Dr. R. Kinsman, Department of Chemistry, University of Bath

This section covers Physics, Chemistry and related courses. These courses are quite
academically demanding, but not as heavily subscribed as certain others such as medicine and
dentistry. Tutors in this area would like some evidence that you have a rounded personality -
that, while you are interested in physical sciences, you have other sides to your character.

HOW SHOULD I STRUCTURE THE STATEMENT?
It is best to write continuous prose, with well constructed paragraphs - although these subjects
do not require as much essay writing as certain others, they are still academically demanding.
Tutors would like to see evidence of your ability to structure your thinking.

HOW LONG SHOULD IT BE?
Among tutors of these subjects there is a preference for you to ‘get to the point’ - saying what
you need concisely is more important here than writing a lot. So no waffle, and don’t fill up the
page with unnecessary information!

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
These are not vocational courses, so it is not vital. If you have relevant experience, mention it. If
you have done any work which demonstrates teamwork or problem-solving ability, this is worth
mentioning briefly.

HOW MUCH SPACE SHOULD I DEVOTE TO MY CHOICE OF COURSE? 
Not too much.  Lots of applicants in this field go into too much detail about some aspect of
science they’ve read about.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN PHYSICAL SCIENCES

“If they did some sort of project as part of their course, it would be of interest. What
we’re trying to do is find some differences between them and the bulk of candidates.”

“As far as we’re concerned, their academic performance is measured by their predicted
results and their final results. We’re interested in finding out more about them as
individuals...how they’re going to fit into a group.”

“Work experience and general experience outside the subject is always quite useful.
Any other skills outside their academic skills is a nice thing to latch on to. What we
try to do is to provide an interviewer who can relate to their interests, to establish a
rapport...and to see if we have a rounded individual.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- PHYSICS -

“Does God play dice?”

This strangely titled book was my initial inspiration to study Physics at degree level.  Until I came
across it last year, it had not occurred to me to study Physics further. On reading the book, I came across new
ways of looking at physical ideas. I found the “chance” element of quantum theory, to which the title alludes,
especially odd. The book was quickly followed by others in a similar vein. I decided I would like to find out
more about Physics. Apart from Physics, I am studying Mathematics, which I have always found interesting
and which I am working hard on as I appreciated its importance for my chosen course. I am also studying
Economics. I have had a number of positions of responsibility at school, including being a Prefect for the past
year and captaining the school hockey team. I won the School Prize for Mathematics in year 11. I have
completed the Duke of Edinburgh Award at Bronze and Silver levels.

I have varied tastes in music. I studied piano to Grade 8, and am a member of the school orchestra.
Recently I have developed an interest in Jazz and I am collecting John Coltrane recordings. I have been a
member of the school Drama Club for a number of years, and have had several principal roles. While I have
not had any work experience which is directly relevant to Physics, I believe that my work experience over the
past two summers at a local computer suppliers’ has been invaluable in enhancing many skills which I will
need during my course. My experience was mainly in administration, where I did invoicing and accounts, as
well as performing more general tasks. This required a high level of organisation and I believe this has helped
me in my studies. I also had the opportunity to improve my skills with various kinds of office software, which
I am sure will be of benefit during my degree.  

To sum up, I believe that I have not only the enthusiasm but also the skills to make the most of a degree
in Physics, and I would like to use the new skills I acquire to embark on a career related to this fascinating
subject.

STRENGTHS:
▼ The applicant’s high level of written English: it gives a good impression of structured 

thought and of intellectual ability
▼ The Duke of Edinburgh Award is often highly valued by tutors as evidence of 

teamwork and commitment
▼ Musical, sporting and dramatic achievements are further evidence of a rounded 

character 
▼ Work experience used as evidence of organisational skills 

WEAKNESSES:
▼ It might be considered unwise to put your interest in the subject down to a single book 
▼ The information about the ‘A’ level courses does not add anything meaningful to the 

statement 
▼ “New” interest in Jazz looks as if it was made up to impress: expect questions!
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR 
PSYCHOLOGY

This section includes advice from the following tutor:

Dr. M.R. Skinner, Department of Psychology, University of Warwick

Although Psychology courses bear a similar title, the actual content can vary significantly.
Courses sometimes include a large amount of social psychology, whereas others will focus
more significantly on cognitive and bio-psychology. This means that you need to check the
course content carefully. If you wish to be a practising psychologist, find out whether the course
is endorsed by the British Psychological Society. Tutors will expect you to have researched your
choices thoroughly.  You need to demonstrate that you are very keen to study psychology. This
is a competitive area: expect high offers.

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
Write continuous prose: tutors would like to see evidence of your ability to structure your
thinking and that you can produce a coherent piece of writing with appropriate paragraphs.
Having a clear layout might indicate care taken with your work.

WHAT AREAS SHOULD I INCLUDE IN THE PERSONAL STATEMENT?
Many applicants will never have studied psychology before, so you might not have in-depth
knowledge of the subject.  However, you need to convince the tutor that you are keen to do this
highly competitive course.  Think about your reasons for choosing psychology. What aspects
about psychology interest you? What relevant information have you read? Evidence of ICT is
useful. Evidence of numeracy is likely to be gauged by the GCSE grades and possibly ‘A’ level
subject(s) and grade(s).

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
Psychology is not a vocational course, though you could use the degree as a basis for related
work.  If you have relevant experience, mention it. However, Admissions Tutors are aware that
specialist work experience whilst at school is very difficult to arrange and might reflect a
contact through parents more than any extra initiative exercised by students.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

FURTHER ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN PSYCHOLOGY
The most important information for deciding an offer is the GCSE profile and of
course the predicted grades. Most important for actual entry are the final grades.
However, the Personal Statement might help in these ways:

- at interview (unlikely for this subject: though mature students might stand more
chance of being interviewed)
- if you miss the offer grades by a small margin. If there are still places then the
reference and personal statement might be examined again.  This occurs only in a
small number of cases.
- some departments might use the Personal Statement more than others so it is
very difficult to know how much it is used. One issue is certain: you need to get
the grades.
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- PSYCHOLOGY -

Having never been taught psychology, I decided to do some research into the main fields of study.  I
have talked in depth with an educational psychologist and read books on some of the other areas such as
abnormal psychology, cognitive science and contemporary psychology.  This has not only enabled me to
understand more fully what psychology entails but has also confirmed my interest in the subject.

For one of my A-Level courses I study Mathematics with Statistics, which has developed my skills in
logic and problem solving and I would enjoy this aspect of a Psychology degree.  My two other main A-Level
courses are Chemistry and Biology.  They have both taught me to design experiments and have contributed to
my proficiency in data interpretation and analysis.  I was particularly interested in a real-life application of
my biology course during the field trip to Treaddur Bay. 

During my year out, I plan to spend six months helping other people in an underdeveloped country,
with the GAP Activity Projects scheme.  This will broaden my experiences and help me to become more
independent. For the remaining time, I intend to work for an accountancy firm, both to gain experience and
to raise some money for my life at university. 

By participating in Model United Nations conferences, at which I was an ambassador three times, and
in the school’s debating society, which I have helped organise, I have learnt how to express views in a clear
and precise manner.  Recently I have been selected to take part in the Cambridge debating competition.  Last
year, I won the school travel prize by writing a project on Louis Pasteur, which enabled me to travel around
France for two weeks studying his life and work. For seven years I have played hockey for my school and I now
play on the second team.  During this time, not only have I learnt to work well as part of a team but I have
also learnt dedication.  As well as playing hockey, I have also represented my school at athletics for which I am
captain and have taken part in many other sports. Playing the cello to grade 5 has allowed me to participate
in the first orchestra, for which I regularly take part in concerts. I also play the piano and am taking grade 5
in the winter term.  During my time at school, I have helped with parents’ evenings, open mornings and the
school ball.  Recently I was made a prefect and a House captain and I welcome the responsibility this brings. 

STRENGTHS:
▼ Has obviously researched the subject properly
▼ Skills developed in Biology and Mathematics are relevant
▼ Voluntary work overseas is “broadening”, and so worth mentioning
▼ Verbal and written communication skills are highlighted well

WEAKNESSES:
▼ What was the initial motivation to consider Psychology? This should be stated
▼ Very little information about what resulted from the discussion and reading. Any 

particular interests regarding the content of the degree course might have been 
mentioned.

▼ The final paragraph is of little relevance
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR 
SOCIOLOGY AND RELATED COURSES

This section was based on advice from the following admissions tutors:

Dr. Sara Ahmed, Institute for Women’s Studies, University of Lancaster
Ms. Sandra Betts, Department of Sociology and Social Policy, 
University of Wales, Bangor
Mr. Keith Williams, Department of Public Policy, University of Central England

The broad area of Sociology includes degree programmes with various titles other than
Sociology itself.  However, even with titles as diverse as Policing, Women’s Studies and Social
Policy, these courses have much in common.  They are, in different ways, about human society.
There are certain features of these courses which are relevant to applicants when they are
filling in their UCAS form.  

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY PERSONAL STATEMENT?
In common with other Humanities and Social Sciences, the ability to develop a coherent written
argument is very important. You should produce a relatively long piece of continuous prose,
rather than a series of disjointed paragraphs. The standard of your written English in the
statement will be relevant - even if it’s not explicitly used as a selection criterion, it will help the
Admissions Tutor form an opinion.

HOW MUCH OF THE PERSONAL STATEMENT SHOULD BE ABOUT MY
CHOICE OF COURSE?
There is a noticeable preference in this subject area for you to expand at some length on your
reasons for choosing the course. You need to convince the tutor of a genuine enthusiasm for this
area of study.

SHOULD I MENTION MY WORK EXPERIENCE?
Tutors in this area stress interpersonal skills.  Any work that you have done that demonstrates
these skills is good, as is any work which has given you a better understanding of how society
works.  Voluntary work could come under this heading, so do mention this if you have done
some.

WHAT OTHER POINTS ARE PARTICULARLY WORTH MAKING?
Your own experiences and interests are important to the person reading your statement.  In
particular, it is useful to be able to reflect on your experiences and how they have helped to
shape your character and your view of society.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN SOCIOLOGY

“We think that the ability to reflect critically on how a wide range of experiences has
informed one’s interest is very important.”

“...work experience, gap years, part-time work, voluntary work etcetera is invaluable
in providing students with a broader understanding of the world and its problems.”

“Linking past experience with present interests is the key.”

Responses by tutors to questions about relevant skills:
“IT skills are always worth mentioning.”

“Debating skills.”

“Interpersonal skills and any experience in voluntary groups.”
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EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- SOCIOLOGY -

Studying ‘A’ level Sociology has been fascinating. My current coursework examines different notions of
childbirth - the doctor’s view and a range of mothers’ views. I have interviewed midwives in a special natural
childbirth clinic to explore their understanding of childbirth as a medical or a natural issue. The research has
allowed me to read Ann Oakley’s “From Here To Maternity” in which she examined the same issues. It was
useful to compare my results with Oakley’s larger survey.

Having nearly completed the research, I appreciate the problems in studying human behaviour. It is not
easy to gain useful or valid data that can be generalised. I also hope to complete more quantitative work
during my degree course which uses large-scale data sets which can be used to draw patterns from large
numbers of respondents.

In addition to my studies, I have been involved in a local canoeing club. I took part in a white-water
trip to North Wales which was hard but a real challenge. I hope to maintain this interest at university. I do
not find the time to participate in a wide range of other sports as my time is mainly spent on studies as well as
on my canoeing. However, at school I have helped run a bullying support group: this involves talking to
students about their experiences.

I wish to study Sociology at university and I hope to do further research after my degree.  I have visited
a local health research centre to examine what sort of work they are doing.  One project that looked interesting
involved researching whether the use of a donated helicopter to the local health service was value for money
when rushing patients to emergency treatment. The final results have yet to be published.

STRENGTHS:
▼ This applicant’s interest in Sociology is evident right from the opening line
▼ Relates a project already carried out to what is expected during the degree: and there

is an intelligent comment on it
▼ Bullying support work: this is relevant to the subject of study and also gives an insight 

into the applicant’s character
▼ An unusual sporting interest gives more insight into the character, particularly in terms 

of individuality and commitment
▼ The statement, though not over-long, is well structured. It concentrates on subject 

interest in quite a personal way
▼ There is no “padding” about irrelevant interests etc. - quite refreshing!

WEAKNESS:
▼ The beginning, though relevant, launches abruptly into a discussion of ‘A’ level study: 

it could be prefaced with an extra sentence indicating more generally why this area 
of study was chosen
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
SPORTS SCIENCE INCLUDING PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

This section includes advice from the following tutor:

Dr. R. Penton, Sports Science with Business, Southampton Institute

Sports Science courses vary in their requirements. Some of the more popular courses will have
very specific requirements regarding your own level of sporting achievement. For example,
they may demand that you have competed at county or equivalent level or that you have done
some coaching yourself. However, this is by no means universal. Of course, you need to be
interested in sport, but don’t assume that you won’t get in just because you have not competed
at this level yourself. Check with the departments you’re interested in. The content will vary, too,
but there are some things that you will find on most Sports Science courses. There is a
reasonable amount of physiology and biomechanics involved, and there is usually a
sociological aspect to the course too.

HOW SHOULD I PRESENT AND STRUCTURE MY STATEMENT?
There is no need to make your statement very long.  Positive aspects of personality are
important here, so write a concise piece of continuous writing that gives the reader an idea of
your character.  Redraft it till it flows - you’ll come over in a much better light this way than if
you write a set of disconnected paragraphs.

WHAT SHOULD I INCLUDE?
The most obvious thing here is sporting interests: but don’t just list your achievements.  You
need to be able to reflect on them, and on wider issues involving sport. Show the reader that
you have an interest in sport as an area of study.

WHAT ABOUT WORK EXPERIENCE?
Remember that there are certain transferable skills which would be of interest to Admissions
Tutors in the Sports Science area. Chief among these would be teamwork and interpersonal
skills. A job which can demonstrate these is worth talking about, even if it isn’t sport-related
itself.

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN SPORTS SCIENCE

An interesting response to the question “What information on a
student’s Personal Statement do you find particularly useful?”
was:
“Career direction, relevant experience, link between course applied for and career.”

A response to a question about the value of  the “broader” key
skills - particularly teamwork and organising information:
“Some value - not a decider”

NB Teamwork is a useful skill to be able to demonstrate.
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For my GCSE in Physical Education I researched sporting facilities for the physically disabled at a local
Disability Centre.  This not only allowed me to talk to a wide range of sporting people but also gave me an
insight into the importance of ensuring that sporting opportunities are available to all.  I have since enjoyed
many aspects of my A level in Physical Education including reading articles that I managed to photocopy from
a local University library.  One article of particular interest was by John Williams from the Centre for
Football Research at Leicester University which explored the media interpretation of football hooliganism.
My enthusiasm for not only studying sport but also playing in team sports has confirmed my decision to study
a degree in Sports Science.

Although I enjoy the theory involved in my A levels, I am particularly keen on the practical side.  I play
county level Hockey and also play netball for the school’s First Team.  I work at a local sports centre where I
coach swimming to young children every Sunday morning.  I have gained my Sports Leader’s Award which
involved coaching a large group of primary school children in a range of sporting challenges.

Within school I have been involved with a range of activities including mentoring a Year 7 boy who
was having difficulty with his academic work.  I enjoyed being able to help and I also learned how frustrating
life can be if you are not achieving.

EXAMPLE & ANALYSIS OF A PERSONAL STATEMENT 
- SPORTS SCIENCE -

STRENGTHS:
▼ An interest in social issues relating to sport was well illustrated
▼ The applicant has obviously read around the subject
▼ Personal sporting achievements mentioned
▼ Relevant work experience mentioned
▼ The last paragraph talks about helping a pupil who was having difficulties: it’s a 

good, positive way to finish 
▼ Good balance of interests between theoretical and practical aspects of sport

WEAKNESSES:
▼ This applicant launches into the statement rather abruptly: an introductory sentence or 

two would have been useful
▼ The two relevant children’s coaching activities should have been reflected upon more, 

particularly in terms of what the applicant feels she has gained from these experiences
▼ It would be helpful to mention extra-curricular interests apart from sport. This helps to 

“fill out” the impression of your character
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS

AND ACCOUNTING

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Ms. Lyn Taylor, Programme Administrator, Business, Bournemouth University
Mr. Nick Adams, Admissions, Business, Anglia Polytechnic University

The term ‘Business’ covers a wide variety of courses.  This section concentrates on Business
Management and Business and Accounting degree courses - both popular and attracting many
applicants.

WHAT DOES AN ADMISSIONS TUTOR LOOK FOR IN BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS?
Motivation and commitment are important to a successful application, evidence of course
research demonstrates these qualities.  It is useful to mention what you have enjoyed studying at
Advanced Level and what you look forward to studying in your Higher Education Business
related course.  Communication and ICT skills are also important, so mention any examples of
when you have demonstrated your ability in these areas.

IS IT USEFUL TO MENTION WORK EXPERIENCE?
Yes, definitely.  Business courses are so wide ranging that almost any skills acquired during a
period of Work Experience will be useful.  Voluntary work and Saturday jobs are worth
mentioning, as long as you relate what you have learned to the Business course.

SHOULD I MENTION MY CAREER PLANS?
There is no reason not to do so but, as there are so many options in Business, it is possibly
better not to commit yourself until later.  A good degree in Business and Accounting, for
example, allows you to develop skills in both disciplines and then it is up to the graduate to
make the decision as to which career path to follow.  As one Admissions Tutor said, “try
different units, that’s the beauty of it.”

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING

“We look for enthusiasm.”

“Work Experience is useful if relevant.”

“Quality not quantity is important when writing a 
Personal Statement.”

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.



ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

This section is based on advice from the following tutor:

Mr. Gerry Banks, Course Leader and Admissions Tutor, 
Hospitality Management, Portsmouth University

Hospitality Management degrees are popular and open doors to many employment
opportunities.  In the United Kingdom 10% of the working population are employed in this
industry.  Applicants should be good communicators and have a genuine interest in the comfort
and welfare of others.

WHAT SHOULD I INCLUDE IN MY PERSONAL STATEMENT?

Admissions Tutors are keen to see some evidence of Work Experience.  Being allowed ‘to get
behind the scenes’, either through Work Experience or Work Shadowing, offers applicants an
insight into the reality of Hospitality Management.  Your extra curricular activities are important
too.  Evidence of team work or decision making, for example the Duke of Edinburgh Award,
are good indicators regarding your suitability.

IF I HAVE A DEFINITE CAREER PLAN SHOULD I MENTION IT?

Obviously you are interested in Hospitality Management or you would not be applying for the
course BUT many opportunities will be available to you at the end of the degree.  Admissions
Tutors consider that some idea of where you plan to be in three years time is useful.  However,
if you appear too focused, you might not appreciate all of the opportunities currently on offer.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN 
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

“We need people who get pleasure from looking after others.”

“The content of the Personal Statement is a major factor in making a decision.”

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS 
FOR ICT

This section was based on advice from the following tutor:

Ms. Christine Marchant, Recruitment Manager for Admissions, 
Thames Valley University

Degree courses in this field carry a variety of different titles.  This section concentrates on
Information Systems degrees.  Information Systems degrees can be stand alone degrees or form
part of a Business Information Systems course, Management Information Systems degree etc.
Information Systems degrees are concerned with how we manage information.  Organisations
gather, process and distribute data for use in decision making and problem solving situations.
An I.S degree is different from a degree in Computing which tends to be highly technical.  In I.S
students appreciate the needs of an organisation and help develop the technology necessary to
ensure the organisation functions efficiently.

HOW DO ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN ICT RELATED DEGREES USE THE
PERSONAL STATEMENT?

After checking your academic qualifications, the Personal Statement is scrutinised carefully.  The
Personal Statement ‘fills in the picture’ and, hopefully, shows that you are keen and have
researched the course well.  Justifying your application for a particular ICT course is important -
there are many and they are varied. 

ARE EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IMPORTANT?

Yes, because they present a detailed picture of the applicant.  Also, academically borderline
students might ‘sell’ themselves well by indicating that they have a lot to offer, are good team
players and take the initiative when necessary.

WHAT ELSE SHOULD I INCLUDE?

Work Experience placements are always interesting to read about - especially if related to the
course.  Career plans can be mentioned and indicate that you are committed and have thought
carefully about your application.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN 
ICT RELATED COURSES
“When applying for a degree in I.S it is essential that the 
student is aware of the degree content and the difference 
between this course and one in, say, Computing Science.”
“Evidence of interest should be obvious.”

IMPORTANT
Advice from
Admissions Tutors will
vary. These comments
are a sample of those
happy to express
their views and give
up their time to
complete a survey.



COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN MEDIA 
“We look for those who understand the importance of Journalism in society.” 
“Excellent communication skills are necessary for Journalism.” 
For Media Technology courses “it is important to investigate the content 
of the course to make the correct choice.” 

ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS 
IN MEDIA

This section was based on advice from the following tutor:

Ms. Louise Nelson, Administrator, Department of Journalism, 
University of Central Lancashire

Media covers a great variety of courses.  TV, Radio and Film Studies, Subject Journalism as well
as Scriptwriting, Photography, Communication Studies, Media Technology and Creative
Writing are all classified as belonging to this field of study.  It is very important to research fully
the course to which you are considering applying as there are so many on offer. 

WHAT DOES AN ADMISSIONS TUTOR IN MEDIA LOOK FOR IN AN
APPLICATION? 
All Admissions Tutors will expect you to be fully aware of the field or area of study to which you
are making an application.  To say simply that you “are interested in Media” is not enough to
convince anybody that you are worth an offer.  There are many different types of Journalism
which you would need to research, perhaps undertake some Work Shadowing, before making
a final decision. Research skills and initiative are highly prized qualities in a potential
journalist.  If you can highlight these aspects of your character do so. Within Media Technology
courses there are, again, many fields and a basic knowledge of what is on offer is useful. If you
are applying for one of the more practical courses some experience in, perhaps, making and
editing a video would be useful.  You might have done this as part of a school or college based
qualification in Media Studies.  If you were involved in the technical side of school productions,
with the sound or lighting for example, mention it. 

IS WORK EXPERIENCE IMPORTANT? 
Work Experience, or Work Shadowing, is very useful as it does offer a real insight into a
career.  Work Experience in the Media is notoriously difficult to organise so you might have to
start applying early.  Do not aspire too highly!  It is easier to get a placement on a local
newspaper than it is to work for two weeks for ‘The Times’.  Grab all opportunities to write.  If
your school or college has a newspaper or magazine make sure you are involved. 

WHAT ELSE SHOULD I INCLUDE? 
If applying for Journalism courses ensure that your love of reading is obvious.  Also, an interest
in topical issues is vital.  You would be expected to have excellent communication skills, verbal
and written, so any evidence to prove this should be included.  Media Technology tutors would
be looking for evidence of team work.  Include details of activities, in school and out of school,
where you have worked successfully in a team situation.  IT skills are important for all Media
courses so if you are particularly proficient in this area give details. 

IMPORTANT
Advice from
Admissions Tutors will
vary. These comments
are a sample of those
happy to express
their views and give
up their time to
complete a survey.
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
NURSING AND MIDWIFERY

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Mr. Matthew Gooch, Admissions, Nursing, University of East Anglia
Ms. Margie Salussolia, Senior Tutor in Nursing, Oxford Brookes University

Nursing covers several different branches and applicants must select the field in which they
wish to pursue a career at the time of application.  Popular courses include Midwifery, Adult
Nursing, Mental Health Nursing, Children’s Nursing and Learning Disability Nursing.

WHAT DO NURSING ADMISSIONS STAFF LOOK FOR?

Admissions Tutors place a great deal of importance on the Personal Statement.  What you write
is equally important as your academic qualifications and the reference provided by your school
or college.  Admissions staff look for an understanding of your chosen branch of nursing and
want to be convinced that you have selected the appropriate course.  It is not enough to say
that you ‘love babies’ and that is why Midwifery is for you!  It is useful to relate the course, or
aspects of the course, you are studying currently to the Nursing degree.  Try to show how you
can transfer the skills or knowledge you have acquired to the next stage of your education.
Admissions Tutors like to see that you are a ‘rounded’ individual. Evidence of voluntary, team
or group work augurs well, as does an explanation of why you think this is important.  Also, an
understanding of career progression shows that you have done your background research and
are committed.

HOW IMPORTANT IS WORK EXPERIENCE?

Some Admissions Tutors consider Work Experience to be vital as it is the only definite way of
appreciating the realities of the profession.  However, a period of Work Shadowing or, failing
that, evidence of sound research, or personal experience, is useful.

WHAT SHOULD I AVOID?

Potential candidates must phrase their Personal Statement carefully to describe the relationships
they have developed, perhaps while on Work Experience.  You should be aware that
sometimes describing a caring/helping role could sound patronising.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN NURSING 
AND MIDWIFERY

“We look for evidence that they have thought about the course for 
which they are applying.”

“Don’t write just to fill up the space!”

“Evidence of lots of research and knowing the role of a nurse.”

“Good communication skills.”

IMPORTANT
Advice from
Admissions Tutors will
vary. These comments
are a sample of those
happy to express
their views and give
up their time to
complete a survey.
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ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Ms. Patricia Gorman, Admissions Tutor, Occupational Therapy, 
University of Teesside
Ms. Olwyn McGarvey, Admissions, Occupational Therapy, 
Sheffield Hallam University

Your motivation, commitment and dedication will be vital to an Admissions Tutor for
Occupational Therapy courses.  Difficulty can arise in conveying these requirements or qualities
without sounding patronising or saintly!

HOW IMPORTANT IS THE PERSONAL STATEMENT TO THE ADMISSIONS
TUTOR?

In a word ‘very’.  An Admissions Tutor will expect to see solid reasons why you wish to pursue
an Occupational Therapy qualification.  You should say why you think you would enjoy the
course and why it appeals to you.  It is useful, if relevant, to link your Post 16 course to your
application.  Write about your enjoyment of the subject and link any relevant aspects to the
Occupational Therapy programme.

WHAT SKILLS SHOULD I EMPHASISE?

Research and logic are important academic skills but interpersonal skills are vital too.
Admissions Tutors like to see evidence of teamwork as a qualified O.T will, eventually, be a
member of a skilled, multi-disciplinary team.  Creativity, flexibility and an ability to deal well
with stress will help your application.

WHAT ABOUT WORK EXPERIENCE?

Work Experience can be difficult to organise but, from an applicant’s point of view, is desirable
to gain a true understanding of the work of an Occupational Therapist.  Work Shadowing, two
days if possible, talking to O.T’s and research on the Internet will help your application.  When
writing about Work Experience don’t forget to mention why you did it, when, where and what
exactly you did.  If you are planning a period of Work Experience, but have not undertaken it
at the time of the application, do mention your plans.

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

“Organise Work Experience early, it can be difficult!”

“It’s useful to have a voluntary work background.”

“Dedication should be obvious, and a commitment to 
the community.”

IMPORTANT
Advice from
Admissions Tutors will
vary. These comments
are a sample of those
happy to express
their views and give
up their time to
complete a survey.



ADVICE FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS FOR
TRAVEL AND TOURISM AND LEISURE

AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT

This section was based on advice from the following tutors:

Ms. Sian Pierce, Senior Admissions Tutor in Business and Regional Development,
University of Wales Bangor
Mr. Neil Murray, Admissions, Bath Spa University College

Tourism is the fastest growing industry in the world and courses in Leisure Management and
Travel and Tourism are becoming more and more popular and offered by many Higher
Education Institutions.  Applications for these vocational degrees require evidence of an interest
in working with people and a clear idea of the course content.  There are many varied degrees
that come under the umbrella of Travel and Tourism and Leisure and Recreation Management,
examples include Tourism with Languages, Heritage Management, Tourism Management and
Leisure Marketing.

HOW IMPORTANT IS THE PERSONAL STATEMENT TO THE ADMISSIONS
TUTOR?
Admissions Tutors rate the value of the Personal Statement as ranging from ‘very important’ to
‘extremely important’.  The majority of tutors look for an indication of how much background
research the applicant has undertaken with regard to what they will be studying and what that
particular career area involves.

WHAT SHOULD I INCLUDE IN MY STATEMENT?
Try to relate your current course, or relevant aspects of the course, to the particular degree for
which you are making an application. Detail your interests - the more extrovert you appear to
be will help you get a place on your chosen course. Write about your sporting activities,
particular leisure pursuits and details of travel and places visited as this displays a real interest
in your chosen course and should help convince an Admissions Tutor to offer you a place.
Good communication skills are vital as are well developed interpersonal skills.  Give evidence
of community work, voluntary work or actual work experience - this is useful as it ‘gives a
flavour’ of the applicant. 

COMMENTS FROM ADMISSIONS TUTORS IN TRAVEL AND 
TOURISM AND LEISURE AND RECREATION

“I read every single personal statement.”

“If you have firm career plans - mention them.”

“The statement is becoming very important as it is 
replacing the interview.”

“I look for an interest in the subject.”

IMPORTANT
Advice from

Admissions Tutors will

vary. These comments

are a sample of those

happy to express

their views and give

up their time to

complete a survey.
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